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No critiq has given serious cohsideration to the problem of 

'Modernism i in English Literature.(l) German and French writers 

such as Kafka and Hobbe""'Gl'illet are readily acco.rded x'espectfuL:, 

if not totally cOJl1prehending~c.r·itical attention,as are those 

frtqli)h' speakJl'I1- but. not English - writers, ,Joyce ,Beckett an.d Eliot 

Georg I~kacs,in his essay 'The Ideology of Modernism' (2) makes 
. 

no reference to a modernist English writer in th.e course of an 

essay covering a wide range of figuL'ss from Ki2i:kegaard to j;iLlsil, 

This failure to connect developJlen ts in English literatLu'o Wit!l 

the phenomenon of modernism as it is identified in Eu.ropScJl 

writers is found in both English aDd continental crit ics. 'dnat 

is the explanation? 

In the following discussion I shall try to show that certain 

characteristics of English writing have maSKed its r~lationship 

to modernism. In particular'I shall argue that in the ' figure 

. of Virginia Woolf England nas a vIri t~_r, the firs t if not ttL::; 

only one,whose att.itudes are 1!lOderll and whose style j,s mOder I.ll.s :. 

Lukacs is unaware,as he describes the definin; characteristics 

of modernist writiIlg,that he is givin§:; a perfect accoun t of 

Vi~ginia Woolf's . work. She read and admired Proust at an early 

date (3) and even in her first work (4) we can see a cnall,eng~: 

to the conve..:l.t ional nove 1 in whi en t iille, place and pel's onE~li ty 

denied the Aristotelian view ths.t .:nan is a social animal, an,::} 

replaced it with a nec;ative concept of man as an isolated, 

solitary being. This he relates to Heidegger1s notion of 

such an arbitrary ·way tllat 1:1e is unable to establish sc:t:Lsf3C: 

relationships ou~side himself. HUllian existence nas no ori[in 
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and no goal, and therefore man, has no meaninsful historica l. 

contex t ~n which to locate his existence. Any possible realit y 

must necessarily be static,and abstract, and thel.'e is no 

interaction betwe en man as subject and the W(X: Id o'utside as 

object. This le ads to the disinte grat ion not only of a concept 

of the external war ld, but eX the self as a coherent enti tLy. 

Lukacs argues that literature based on this outlook can have 

no criteria for 'selectivity' ,since BnJrthing may be he l d to 

qualify for inclusion.This emphasis on both the abstract and 

the particular means that the w'orld is simultaneously ex al ted 

and depreciated. 

Lukacs mentions in his discussion of modernist i deas the 
i 

development of subjective time,that is,the representaticm of 

time as it is experienced rather than as it l.s measured. He 

argues that this view of time is the natural outCOflE of a loss 

of confidence in the objective time sequence which is the 

pass~ge of history. It is no coincid~nce that the attempt to 

evoke subjective~ as opposed to measured, tihle is one of th8 

most important and striking feat ures of Virginia ','ioolf 's 'Nork. 

Summarising the effect she tried to create in her fi rst novel 

. The VOY2c 9:e Out . 
\ "'"---. - J 

she said U-,V hat I wanted to do wa:; to give 

the feeling of a vast tumult of life, as var ious and disorderly 

as possible,which should be cut short for a moment by the 

death, and go on again " (6). This intere s t in the passage 

of time as experience is shown even more clearly in the 

linking passage, entitled "Time })asses", bet ween the t Vi O secti.o:;.,'. 

of !9._~he Li 'Shthous~. '· : Here Virginia \'j oo lf tries to c onvey 

a. s e n se of the pas sin::; of sever:::.;} yeaT'S i.n a. feN pags ~not 

merely as thos e yea1.s affected one person, but in all abst r 2.c t 
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sense, thus tr~Ting to challenge the trgditionnl view of 

subjective experience as well as the accepted view of time. 

The challenge had of course been pre~ted by other 

writers of the period, three of whom are thought to have 

exercised an influence upon Virginia Woolf's work. I refeT 

to Proust, Joyce and Richardson, 8.nd the "stream of conscious-

ness" style of novel writingo The critic Leon Edel, in his 

book !1].e j?sycholoEdcal Hovel 1900-l95q , 

three linked propositions on this point. 

puts IorvJs r d , 

He argue s fil~8t 

that James J'oyce provides us with the c'lUnination of the stresm 

of consciousness novel, saYliing that !l1:;1';n"""eO''-' n'"' J..'. .L!. ~ t~ c..;,..1. ».:J '/iake seems to 

me to represent the final st~ge, the terminal point of t he 

novel of subjectivity_ After it there seems to be only a 

retracing of steps, a return to earl,ier forms ••• 11 Alsos 

he maintains that "The in:nluence of James .. royce upon her 

(Virginia Woolf) is much more profound than is gener" ll y 

believed. II Thirdly, that "Virginia Woolf wa s not one 

of the architects of the stre2 ... In-of--consciousness novel. She 

read Joyce, Proust, arid Dorothy Richardson and absorbed their 

lesson. 11 ' ,. , 
i I I As instances of this deriva tiveness he 

the following:- "Prom James Joyce, Virginia 'Noolf SC f?ITlS to 

have obtained a certain Gense of the onenes s 8,nd the isol2.tio!:. 

. that · resic1es wi thin it: from him she learned to give meanine 

to the simultaneity of experience." ; " LtC's 

structure seems largely to be mop-elled on the multiple-

scenec1 chanter in Ulysses " ... Ii 

the w nting of the environment, i s a scaling dOl,vn of 

Joyce an architectonics, the paint i !!g of the s ensibili t y 



tends to be Proustian." ! and IIVirginia Woolf·' s fiction 

took its sharp turn immediately after the publication of 

Ulysses. II (7-) .. Allthese points add up to an interpreta-

tion of Virginia Woolf I s work as emulative c!f and inferior to 

-that of the established "stream of consciousness" writers, 

particularly Joyce • 

. Support for this hypothesis can be found in the v!ri tings 

of several critics. Delattre explicitly cOlmects it with 

the supposed characteristics of women writers, saying 

"C' est chez James Joyce que Virginia Woolf empru .. "lte di r ecte--

ment Ie procede technique nouve au. .." 1':lle fait du monolo g"li.€ , 

elle aussi, une 'tranche de vie interieure', mais elle Ie 

reduit a. des proportions delicates, plus cursives et plu s 

prestes, ou c' est sa subtili te feminine qui donne . le ton. II ( B ). 

Daiches also suggests that Virginia Woolf was following 

Joycets path when he argues that n ••• a medita tive r efinement 

of experience, of the kind that 1':lrs Woolf gives us i n To t he 

Lighthouse or !·1rs Dalloway, is ha lfway to the vacuum world. of 

Joyce t because the ultima te point of refinement come s 'Nn.en VIe 

refine out of ·existence. ••• Joyce went the whol e y:ay i n 

rejecting the normative and invloved hims elf in an i rrunens e 

para dox; Virginia Woolf went only halfway (proba bly wi thou t 
J 

being conscious tha t she was gOing in t hat direction at al l ) 

~. and · stopped at subtilisation ~ " ( q ). 

Ros enberg claims t hat <!Sh e / ,.y.: --- .. ~~ -.:: -\ v L.J. 6.L.I.J . ..l.. O . 

In a parallel manne r 

n:'oo' f ) of' " 1 1 "",o il i t ...1. ..... V-t..",,- ,", . . ...... _ . 

Dorothy Richardson not only in her mode of writing , bu t a l m 

in the ·femi nism of hBr novels ••• s he never adequ at ely 
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expressed her debt to Dorothy Richardson." (/0) 

One method of assessing the value of these hypotheses 

is to consider the notion of "stream of consciousness ll as a 

literary st:lle. Guiguet is surely right in commenting that 

Virginia Woolf's technique has been, and still is, livery 

vaguely and · incorrectly class·ec1 as 'interior monologu.e I or 

'stream of consciousness teclmiqu.e I, and in referring to the 

many concepts "lazily transmitted fr:r~ one ....... + crJ.. .... ~ ~c vC another 

on the relationship between Virginia Woolf and Joyce, Doro t hy 

Richardson and Proust l1 ('11). The notion of 'stream of 
I 

consciousness', used in the critical literature to bracket 

together these four Viri ters, stems origin8.11y from Yiilliam 

James who described it as lithe stream of thoD.ght, of consc-

iousn~ss, or of subjective life'~ The concept impli es 
,-

for the writer the application of Lukacs's pri.nciple of 

'non-selectivi ty', and is therctbre - (as I shall arlTlle 

below) not accurate as a description of .Virginia Woolf's styl e . 

My point is mad e in relation to Proust by the critic r'.~arch, 

who writes:- "Nor did he make the slighte s t a ttempt to writ e 

in the I stream of consciousness' mmmer. For him the subc-

cmscious offered inspiration, but he did not t ake its sugges t-

iOllS down like dictation; he rationalised t hem, plcmned them~ 

arranged them. For writers '.Nno, like PefUY 5 with superst i -

tious veneration for the unlmoYffi being within, conscientious ly 

..... wrote dovm his sta.rnrnerings and repetitions, he had only 

contempt; and he had no intere s t in recording t he whims i cal i tie 2 

of free association. ( '1) 
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This is undoubtedly true of Virginia !Noolf also. · 

Whj.le it is clear tha t she was ·coITl.Jn i tted to an examina tion 

.of "an ordinary mind on an ordinary da yll, recording the 

"myria d impressions" and the "incessant shower of innmTl-

erable atoms ••• as they fall" (f.3), such descriptions are 

frequently subordina ted to an overall structure ana me e.ning 

in her work. I shall return to this point later (/ ~ ), after 

describing in detail the s ystem of me aning found in h er bo ok s . 

Examples from the novels prove this ~ oint clearly. Whilst 

we might concede that lIrs Dalloway I s musing is an attempt to 

cowey the actual process of thought, this is haroly true of 

many of the soliloquies in The Waves :- "Why creeds ano 

prayers · and mackintoshes? 'when, thought Cla rissa, t hat's the 

miracle, that's the mystery; that old lady, she meant, 'whom 

she could see going from chest of drawers to dre SSing-table . 

She could still see her. And the supreme mystery 1;vhich 

Kilman might say she had solved,or Peter might say he ha d 

·solved, but Cla rissa-didn't believe either of them had the 

gho st of an idea of solving , was sim:oly this: here \vas one 

room; there another. Did religion solve that, or lov e?" (I S") 

This pa ssage ma y plausibly be regarded as an attempt to 

recrea te in print an individu 2.l' s I stream of consciousness I ; 

J such a judgement could n ot be mad e of Berna rd's soliloquy, f ro ,:i 

which the follo wing pa ssage comes:- " Also I like to find t he 

pageant of existence roa ring , in a theatre for instance. 

The clay-col oure d , ea r thy nbnd e s crj ut an i mal of the f i eld h e r e 

erects himself an a \vi t h infinite i n genui t y and effort puts 1.1'0 

a fi ght a gains t the green t.:'lOod s ,!:lnc. gre en f ields and sheep 
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advancing with measured tread, mU11ching • . And, of course, 

windows in the long grey streets were lit up; strips of 

carpet cut the pavement; there were swept and garnished 

rooms, fire, food, wine, talk. Men with withered hands, 
. I 

women ' with pearl pagoda s hanging from their ears, came in 

. and went out. I saw old men's faces carved into v;rinkles 

and sneers by the work of the world; beauty cherished so that 

it seemed nevvly sprung even in age; and youth so apt for 

pleasure that pleasure, one thought, must exist; it seeDed 

that grass-lands must roll for it; aQd the sea be chopped U~) 

into Ii ttle wave s; and ;, the woods rust:}.e \'rr. th bright-coloured 

bircis for youth, for youth expectant." <II:)) 

The passage Quoted above is obviously a;n interior TIon-

ologue, but in no 'Nay resembles "an ordinary mind on an orci-
.,. 

nary dayl1. Instead , it is a soliloquy - a dramaturgic E'd 

device - to \vhich principles of selectivity have been riE-

ourously applied. In re j ecting the notion of II stre2I!1 of 

consciousness l1 as an accurate description of Virginia '::oolf I s 

technique, I do not v:ish to suggest that her method 0\,,'8 S 

.. not~ing to other writers. At several points in the ensuin~ - ~ 

argument I shall discuss aspects of her work which correspo::':::' 

to that of other writers. Notably, she shared with J ame s 

Joyce a belief in the notion that certa in random moments 

could hold i®nense revelatory power. The term 'epiphany' , 

used by Joyce in SteuhenHero, is defined by Beja as 
. - . 

"a sudd.en spiritual manifestation, whether from some obj ec":;, 

' scene, event, or memora ble phase of the mind - the ffianifest-

ation ,being out of proportion to the signific8.nce or stri::;tJ. ~r 



logical relevance of whatever proc1uces it. II (1"1-) . The latter 

part of Cha pter Four of this thesis is concerned with precisely 

such 'epiphanies', and their role in Virginia Vloolffs -thought. 

Simile.rly Virginia '{loolf shares with other writers of 

the time a new concept of narration - that of the multiple 

point of view. Her method is most clearly demonstra ted in 

Leaska's study of narrative in To the Li fhthous~, where "he 

argues that iYoolf 2.bdica tes as an author and presents inste a d 

nu..rnerous subjective points of viev!. US). These t wo tecr .. niquG s , 

(the conceTIl with random, minor events, and the pre s entation 

of multiple subjective consciousness), demonstrate Virginia 

Woolf's stylistiC similarity to other experimenta l ,,vri ters of 

the period. In this context we may note Auerbach's impres s ive 

work on Virginia Woolf, where he claims that both elements we r e 

part of an intellectual environment at the time.(t9) Gu igue t 

endorses this view, suggesting tha t " ••• in the analogies 

between Virginia 'Noolf and James Joyce it is difficult to ::~ee 

.. any thing more then COITl.T10n pa rticipation i n an a tti tuae of mind, 

.. a stock of idea s belonging to the atmosphe re in which theJT both 

developed. " ( 2 0) 

I 

It can be argued tha t the 'influences 1 on Virginia \'/oolf 

were philo.sophical rather tha n literary, and tha t t h e stylist ic 

consequences of these ideas have led to a superfici8.1 simil..;.. 

~. arity i n the techniques and methods used. This point is ma de 

clea r if we c on s i ct6 r Proust, v_u d oulrtedly t h e str onges t influG:D.c 8 

on Virginia ',Voolf, and a Y':ri ter WhOT':} she admired en or:nous ly ( l j ) . 

There is a striking similarity betveen certa in pa r t s of the 



works of the two au.thors, of which the following may be 

cited as an example. (1) "Tha.t kind of sleep is called 

'sleeping like lead', and it seems as though one has become, 

one'self, and remains for a few moments after such a slee}! is 

~nded, simply a leaden image. One is no longer a ~erson. 

How then, seeking for one's mirid, one's personality, as one 

seeks for a thing that is lost, does one recover one's O\vn 

self rather than any other? Why, when one begins again to 

think, is it not another lJersonali ty than yetterday' s that is 

incarnate in one? One fails to see what can dictate the choice 

or '""hy, among the millions of hmnan beings 8.ny one of 'rvhom one 

might be, it is on him who one was overnight that unerringly 
" . 

one lays one's hand? 'Nhat is it that gui(les us, when there 

has ' been an actual interruption - whether it be that our 

unconsciousness has been complete or'- our drea1I1s entirely 

different from ourself? There has indeed been Geath, as ·Wh('; l1 

-
the heart has ceased to beat and a rhythmical friction of tl:e 

tongue revives us. No doubt the room, even if we have only 

seen it once before, awakens memories to which other, older 

memories cling. Or were some memories 81so asleep in us of 

which we now become conscious? The resurrection at our 

awakening - after that healing attack of mental alienation 

I which is sleep - must af-;;er all be similar to what occurs 

.when we recapture a name, a line, a refrain that we had 

' forgotten. And perhaps the resurrection of the soul after 

d th ' t b . 1 . .. '" l' ~a 1S 0 e concelvec as a pnenomenon or me~ory • . 

(2) 11 c> •• Orland.o heaved a sigh of relief , lit a 

(Z2) 
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cigarette, and puffed for a minute or tvvo in silence. 

Then she called hesitatingly, a,s if the person she \vanted 

might not be there, I Orlan(Jo? I For if there are (at a 

venture) seventy six different times all ticking in the 

mind at once, how many different people are there not -

Heaven help us - all having lo«gement at one time or 2...nother 

in the human spirit? • • • Orlando? still the Orlando she 

needs may not cO.me; these selves of which we are built up, 

one on top of another, as plates are piled on a waiter's 

hand, have' attachrnents elsewhere, sympathies , little const-· 

i tutions arid rights of their oV'm •••• " ""She, who 

believed in no immortality, could not help feeling thr',t her 

soul would come and go for ever with the reds on the panels 

and the greens on the sofa." (13). " 

The influence of BerfinianphilOSOPhY upon both I'roust 

and Virginia Vloolf has been documentect elsewhere (2LH. It 

is surely tli'e sourc,e of an underst2,nding of the relationship 

between the two writers - a relationship based on mutual 

agreement on certain ideas, rather than on straighti'or'.'.'2.rcl 

stylistic influence of the earlier writer upon the later one. 

We see in the two passages quoted above a surprising congruence 

of subject matter, and a similar attitude towards the ioeas 

J expressea. Disintegration of the personality, and of "time 

as objective, are characteristic features of both writers .. 

Some critics have also arcv.ed "th2.t Virginia Woolf f s iC.eas 

were similarly influenced by the m2. jo r Hussian novelists, 

especially Tolstoy, Turgenev and Dostoievsk-y (2.5). The vlhole 
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question of 'inf luence' raises a cutely the difficulty of 

ao.equ8.tely cl8.ssifying t his author. In the following dis-

cU8sion I shall try to inc1ica te the extent to which her vlork 

can legitimately be regarded as 'moderni s t', and the degree 

to which it dem[1.nds a more indivic1ua l and idios;YTI.cratic 

explanation.(Z6). Certainly, as remarked above, it i s not 

'satisfactory to define Virginia Woolf as 'a stream of con-

sciou.sness novelist' or to expla in he~(' work simply by r ef er-

ence to Proust, Joyce and Richardson. In com!~on wi til other 

writers of the time ?::...er vlork stresses the significance of 

random events, presents th~ subjective experience of s evera l 
i 

individuals; rejects certain conventions of realism. in her 

treatment of time and personality and narticipates in a genera l 

climate of scepticism and relativism. Parallels certa ir2y 

exist between Virginia Woolf t s work ana. that of the ';lriters 

designated in the critical literature a s 'streE~m of conscious-

ness' authors, and it is useful to note this relationsh i p . I t 

does not, hOYleVer, throw 8..ny light 11"00n tho se a spe cts of her 

-work which are more closely related to other f non-modernist 

wri ters such as Huxley and IvIonta gu.e. This l atter re12tionshi~ 

is yet further removed from pat t erns of literary inf luence s , 

and indeed the dis s imilarities of styl e make it a compl ex one · 

to unravel .. It is, hO'v'lever, my intention to argue t hat the 

ideological underpinning , the philosophical as sunn~tions of 
I 

Virginia Woolf's wo~k are clearly rela ted to t he concerns 

, ex.."itjJ)dt ed by writers of a compl :etely di f fe rent school or s t yl e. 

sha red with Aldous Hu xley (al though "vi th sienif icant di f fe r -

( 
..., )) , . T • ,. 1'/ '1 .t' f ~ J:' , . 1 .~ ence s 2., ,E18T IC S I; lrglnl8. I O O. _.L 0 I l.. rom a.ny s enoo . O! 
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'stream of consciousness' writing , .ano distingui shes her work 

This point 

will be discussed fully in Chapter l~ ive 0 

In discussing modernism I have used the Lukacsian concept 

as an ideal type, since he analyses the ideas very clearly. I 

shall however be referring, in the course of my argument, to . 
the view of modernism advanced by Robert Currie in his book , 

Genius. An Ideolo gy in Literature. (28) In this wane Currie 

analyses five late romantic and modernist writers - Hoffman, 

Kierkegaard, Kafka,Wyndham Lewis and Beckett - in order to she 

the continuity between modernism and the romantic tradition. H 

stresses the element of t .ranscendence which such writers clai.m 

for art, explaining that the romantic artist figu.res as hero 

or martyr in modern alienated society (hero in romanticism, 

martyr in modernism). The importance of this work is that it 

provides an essential cOWlterbalance to the Lukacsian vie w oi' 

modernism. LUk~ sees modernism as ~ompletely isolated from 

its literary predecessors, whereas Currie sees it as a 

pessimistic. extension of the romantic tradition. Their res pect : 

arguments, and their bearing on the work of Virginia Woolf, 

will be covered in detail in my conclusions. 

If Virginia Woolf can in analytic terms be identified clear] 

as a modernist writer, we may ask why she has not been 

recognised as such. There is both a general and a sjECific 

answer to this que st ion. The more g2neral one is that cri t l cs 

have so far failed to see her in a social context, ~~d have 

failed to internret her Vlork in .terIIE of a relationshiu between . .. . -

· literature and society that has been applied to other moder n i st 

It is well known, for example , that Kafka expresses the 
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isolation and alienation of ma,n in a hos til e , t. e chnolo gical, 

burea ucratic en v:Lronme..'1 t. N~ oderni 3m is se en by critics, and 

particularly by sociologists, a s lI all escape from the dreariness . , 

of life under capit a lism" (2.'1) into a form of art which through 

its internal meani1l8 compensates the individual for the 

horrors of the outside World. Virginia Woolf is aot usua lly 

credite d with an awareness of the dre ariness of everyday life . 

She is viewed as an other--worldly aesthete, untouche d by t he 

r ealities of social or ~conomic necessity. Walter Allen, an 

established judge of the English novel,sees her thus:- 1I •• 'when 

one thinks in the abstract of a typical Virginia Woolf character 

one seems to see a tiny figure on tiptoe ea serly grasping a 

butterfly-net alert to snare the significant,the trans cend i ng 

moment as it flies. 11 
••• "Virginia Woolf is a novelist of very 

narrow limits. ••• (Her characters r tend to think 8 ... '1d feel 

alike, to be the aesthetes of one set of sensations; they 

<tNnk and feel and express their thou:ghts and feelin gs,in f a c t , 

exactly as Virginia Woolf herself deB s in such non --f i ct i on 

works as Mr. Benne t t and ivirs. Brown and A Room of One I s O""i~L, 

Th~y are distinguished Dy a discriminating intelligence and a..:1 

" acute self-consciousne s s which weave a clos e sieve t h rough 

which the greater part of the common experiences of life will 

not pass. ••• I cannot es cape the fee ling tb8.t from time t o ' 

time the exercise of sensibility has becom.e au end in i tself .Il (.3 ~ 

Thos e who promul gate this vie w of Virginia Woolf mi ght be 

surprised to learn that she par t icipa t ed i n: the soci al wor ld 

at leas t as much as t he'y do therus e l ves ; t hat s he addre ss ed 

enve lopes for t he s u.ffrae;ette mOVE'ment, be lon g'::.; d t o a pacifis t 

Circ l e ,discussed t he overthrow of capitalism wi t h her f J: i e.c.ds, 



supported herse If by her writ-ing , a tt ended Labour Party 

conferences ,ran a branch of the Woma:1 s Co-operative Guild, 

helped to print and publish some seminal modern works (for 

instance The Waste Land), was acquainted wit h Fr eudian ide as, 

has be en described as "the most brilliant pamphleteer in 

England" (3 ~ ) and "the centre of literary life in London. 1I (32.) 

It is one of the aims of this . piece of war k to correct t he 

false impression that Vir ginia Woolf was oblivious of her own 

concrete historical situa tion, but was some kind of hypers ellsi t i V? 

disembodied for-ceof awareness. The evidence from. her ovm diary - , · v 

(to be published) (33) completely refutes this misappreb.ension 1 

and establishes the fact that her writing was profoundly 

connect ed with her lif e and experience. More importantly , 

. a careful ana lysis of her novels will a_emonstrate the same 

point. In Chapter Three I discuss Virginia Woolf's ha tre d 

of the patriarchal social system in wb,ich she was f orced to 

live, and her hostility to conventiona l rela tionships be t Feen 

the sexes. Also one may note the contempt s he ha d for the 

tra ditional va lue s of Victorian socie ty. Although these 

points are all fully substantia ted from t he v a riou s n ovel s in 

the course of the argument, I could perhaps give an example here 

of the - a ccura cy of ~er gr a sp of contempora ry social phenomena . 

Virginia Woolf's fi r st book wa s priblished during the First 

World War, and the theme of war, and the int ole r abl e suf fer ing 

c~us e a so U11..necessarily by it, is a major . one i n her work. 

Several of he r charact ers exp~e s s hostility t o war, and it i s 

Warren Smith a re kill ed by the war. In the l a t te r case the 

treatment given i s interesting f or the pe r ceptiv ene ss i t sho~s 
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into the psycholo gica l sta te of returned. soldiers from t h e f ront. 

We are told that Se ptimus volunt e ered for the tr(~nches, ~nd thst 

he was engagingly n a ive - "Ee went to France to save an 

England. which consisted almost entirely of Shake,speare ! s pl a ::ls 

and I-Jiss Isa bel Pole in a gre en dres s wa lking in a square." tJ~l-). 

He is distinguished for his bravery, and becomes friend ly wit h 

a brother officer. The chan€i"e vlrought in him by the wa r is 

cruel, and he was in no way to blEune. He simply defended 

himself from the horror of an inhuman situation, and this brines 

about his death. Virginia \\'oolf sa:ys that vlhcn his f rienc \rlC". S 

killed "Septimus, far from shovJing any emotion or reco[TIising 
I 

tha t here vms the end of a friendship, cong:ra tulatec1 hir;1se l f 

upon feeling very little and very reasonably_ rrhe War ha d 

' taught him., It VIas sublime." When, however, the war 

ended, Septimus felt "sudden thunder-c,laps of fear. He could 

'not feel. \I He becomes increasingly aVlare that hi s l a ck 
< , 

of feeling is inhuman - that "He had cOrrL"Il i tt e cl an a ppa llLl1g 

crime and been conl1emned to death by hUInan n a ture." The 

direct consequence of the train of events is his death, an d we 

are given no doubt that it was the inhTh"Ilanity of the war that 

was directly responsible for it (3 ;~. Septimus suffe r ed fro r:: 

the psychological stra in of not being k illed, inde ed of being 

promoted, in the war. His experience is d,ocumented i n vari ous 

q.ccounts of the time '. and parallels Sa ssoon I s far more ex ';)l i c i t 

version ~'! Siegfried Sassoon was sent, towards the end of the 

~war, t o a home for the shell--shocked, vlhich he descr i be s in h'1 S 
: ' 
I 

~~_~~ __ ~h _"_A ~ _ n ~ +~o U~~ 
... ...L.v V.J.. V J.J. t:...t. J.. l :..J. v • .;.J,V....... v.... ....~ ... .... , t .......... ....... 

bombardment ha d its long-delayed a ft er-e ffe c t in t he minas of 
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these survivors, many of whom -had looked at . their companions 

and laughed while inferno did its best to destrpy them. 

then was their evil hour, but nO V'l; now, in the sweating 

. N 0 -';:; 

suffocation of nightmare, in paralysis of limbs, in the stamm-

ering of dislocated spee ch. Worst of all, in the disinteGration 

of those qualities throueh which they had been so gallant and 

s'elfless an(1 uncomplaining - this, in the finer types of Lien, 

was the unspeakable tragedy of shell-shockq ... " (3.'). Examples - , 

such as this one, with the startling comparison betwe en a 

fictionalisec1 me ::lOir and a mnch less explicit literary style, 

show the insight Virginia i7001f had into the social reality and 

mythology of her time. 

There are,however, more specific reasons why Virginia Woolf's 

modernism has remained unrecogni.sed. I suggested earlier that 

-' there were characteristics of English'- expression that made it 

difficult to identify modernist work in this tradition. Two 

important features of Virginia 'Noolf's writing can be cited 

here; first,the presence in her work of pivate codes of meaning 

which are not accessible to the reader who does not have access 

to an interpretation of the symbols; and secondly,the elevation 

of particular, everyday detail to a mystical level .. These t ·wo 

features will be analysed in detail in the- followi.ng s ection, 

in order to bring out their significance for her work as a 

whole 0 They are not,however,features which are unique to 

' Virginia Woolf, but represent a charaq€\~rist ically English 

reaction to the sit; uat lon at the time; and the y aJ:.'8 to be 

in a surprising range of writers and painters~ Although I 
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hesitate to make a claim for what appear to be 'national 

, characteristics' tout court, it does seem possible that the 

English and European traditions of artistic expression have 

remained distinct for 10n3 enough to generate some significant 

differences. 

I am therefore suggesting as a possibility that certain general 
i 

tendeJCies of Engl ish vJri. ting lie behind the two features of 

Virginia Woolf's work mentioned above. The pI-ivate code of 

meaning; the attempt to look for a solution within oneself, 

rather than simply to express the dimensions of the problem, 

these can be linked to a general tendency in English art and 
- . 

literature towards understatement of emotion. Expressionism 

such as occurred in Germany did not impinge on the English 

consciousness. until long afterwards, Vlhen phenomena like Dada. 

reached a small elite. (The .failure of \Vyndham Lewis to 

collect any sUbstantial support fot his Vorticist movement, 

based on the Italian Futurists, is an-other case in point (31)). 

Such influence as was felt in England cam.:.; fron the milder 

climate of France - it was Proust that Virginia Woolf read, not 

Kafka, and it was the French post-impressionists that were 

··taken up by the Bloomsbury painters 0 The contrast between 

expression and understatement is clearly seen by juxtaposil1g 

two accounts of the First World War, both written by serving 

soldiers. Hasek's The Good Soldier Schwei~ (3 ~), with its 

Rabelaisian coarseness and rumbustious "'1 it , is the very 

opposite cf Sie gfried Sassoon IS lvlernoirs of an Infa.nt .:y Officc:,r 

in which the Ellg1ish characteristics of modesty and stoicis.:n 

seem stretched to ' the limits of credibility~ 
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The second feature I suggested' was that of exalting eve r yday 

phenomena to a mystical sta tus . E M Forster in the Rede 

lecture given s oon after Virginia V/oo,lf l s death; ·· . c.laimed 
as 

that for her life's 'greate st roys tery' was ~posed in Mr s Ra IL o'::ay 

IIhere was one room - there another"(4-0). Virginia Woolf shares 

this williflgness to ascribe ulliversal or mystic a l status to 

the world with some of her contemporaries. St rulley Spencer, for 

example, makes a surprisingly good comparison he r e, and in a 

different way, so does Aldous Huxley. There is a type of 

confidence here ,notwi thstanding the understate~ne nt and 

introversion just mentioned,that possibly reflects the quiet 

arrogance of an isolated but distingui.shed tradition of thought 
! 

and letters. Whatever its origin,it is not a characteristic of 

comparable Europe-..an writers - Kafka was almost pathologically 

unconfident about the importance of his work, and the 

existentialists never succeeded in ascribing a fundam ental 
.. , 

meaning to the meaninglessness of everyday life. 

I shall be discussing these t wo features of Virginia ,'ioolf's 

work \Nith a view to analysing her position in relation to both 

. modernis m and her contempora ries in England. It will t hen be 

possible to ~elate these conclusions back to the situation as 

described in' Part I (considering soc .ial chan ; es and shifts i n 

conscious ness), in order to arrive a t SOille overall conclusions 

about the relationship bet~een soci al, ps ychological and 

literary s tr uctui·es. 
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Part 11 Introauct jon I·fat es 

(1) The clo3Gst d iscustiion of this question is fOUl'HI in 

Brad.bury~ H 

Iiteratun; B1aClCrl(?; II , Oxford r 1971 

(2) See The Iv'Jeaninrr. of Contem1)Or~3.rv Re a li.8m ___ ~_~ __ ._-_____ ... ____ ·"'"'-__ ~~~L_ ........ 
1972 

(3) Virginia Woolf had read Proust before it was trans l ated 

into English~ 

The Voyage Out 
-----~-.. ~----

(5) p19 

( 6 ) 

( 8 ) 

( 9 ) 

Virgini a Woolf to Lytton Stra cheY9 28/ 2/1916 , in Letters 

( ed L Wool f & J Strachey) Hogarth , London , 1956 

Davis, London, 1961 p126-l35. On strictly chronologi ca l 

grounds Ectel' s argv .. rnent is questionable. Virgini~ Wool f's 

Th.~-Y2yage qut (1915), although written in a conventional 

prose style 9 conta ineEl elements of her l ate r techni .. que. 

More importantly, he r interior, subjective me t hod was 

e stablished in her early short stori es - 'The Mark on t he 

Wall' (HoBarth Press, July 1917) and ' Kew Gardens ' (printed 

November 1918, publi shed by the Hogarth Press i n 1919) . 

Virginia Woolf saw the manuscript of Ul;ZE~ in April 1918 , 

but did not finish read ing i t until 1922, \vhic1'1 iIJ .. di catos 

the lack of enthousiasm described in her entry on it in 
I 

A w~~te!.'.ls 12i~: ( pi~9 -51)~ i-IOjetifl1 1 LcrV\dtM , /Ql2· 

Delattre , I"loris 

Woo l f Paris, Libra irie Philosophique, 1932 p226-7 

Daiches , D The Nove l and the Dodern World Chicago 

-
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(10) 

pl68-9 

Vi r g inia Woolf I s rev i. e'l'7S of Dorothy Richard son I::; book:3 

a r e interesting in thi s context. Sho ap~royed of them 

in tha t they we re c onc2rned wi th t: states of beinG an<;. 

i mpross i ons , i dea s and emotions glance of f her , unrela~ea 

a nd unquesticmecl , wi thout shedd ing Cluite a s much light c;. 8 

we had h oped int o t he h idden depths ". See Wool f, Vi rgi ni a 

CODtcmro~~rv V~ i +ers _ _ · ~.....:L~.:: .. ,.:;:.: .... ~ ___ ':"' .. 

( -10"'')\ ; "..J ; -- ..,'- J'" 

(11) Lond on, 

Ho garth , 1 96 5 p22 

(12) IJarch, Har o'ld The Two Worlds of lVIa r c el 'Proust Oxfo rd 

Uni",.,ersi ty Press, 1948 p230 

(13) Woolf, Virginia Thp Commor.!. Read er Pirst Se rie s 

Hogarth, Lonaon, 196TI p189 

(14 ) See p23 7 below 

(1 5 ) Mrs Dal10way Pengu_in~ Harmonc:l. sY'lo rth, 1973 p141 

(16 ) The 'Nayes Penguin, Ha rmo:nds worth, 1972 p232-3 

of Washington P r ess, Seattle, 1972 plB 

(18 ) Leaska ~ 1.1 A Stuc1.V in , 1 , _ _ -

Critical lWe tl!.o a. London, Ho garth Press, 1970 p164 

(19 ) Auerbach, Erich Mi me sis 

Reality in ~e stern Literature 
__ .... .- t; ." _ • .. , - _eftA _ .......... ."... •• _ _ New York~ 1953 p487 

( 20) Guiguet, op cit ])244 
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( 21) Virginia Woolf wrote in her 

.J)a JJ-0r-!£1 1\ I wonder if t11i ;:;:.1 tim.€; I b.a"\re a chi eveu. 

s omething? Well, nothing l3.n:yhow comparee. with 

Proust. 0 ~ I; A Writer's Di8~~ 
_____ ._,"' .... , ... _ .. '"' __ .... ."....,' •. ,:> ... ~ ....... , . .. , .....,. .• l!..,., p72 

(2 2) Proust, 1\1 C-C'n y...l.. 1 ) .J:'c!.. ...... u .. Trans 

Sc ott t~ oncrio:ff London, Chatta, 1957 pl 13 

Orlando Pen&,ruin, Harmon(;.s'V:orth, 1970 p217-8 8: 224· 

See Hafl ey, J The Gl ass Roof Unbrersity of Ca l i fo rnia 

Press , 1954-

( 25) Phel ps, G 

London , Eutchinson~ 1956 

op cit p61ff. 

( 26) Guiguet argues tha t "Vi rginia Woolf is an art i st of 

inte grityoo Inst ead of accepting the help of a pioneer , 

· she str i ve s with the utmost vigilance not to follow him, 

in order to be more wholly herself." op cit p2 47 

(27) Thi s point is discussed furt her at the end of eh 2. 

(28) Cha tto, London, 1974 

( 29 ) 

(30) 

(31) 

( 32) 

Lukacs, G 

op cit p29 

Allen, V! Pengl.J.in 9 Harmonc1swo rth, 

1965 pp347-351 

See The Times Litera ry Sunnlement -----_-..:._ ---- June -3rd 1938 

TS Eliot in Horiz?~ 

(33) The Hogarth Pres s, London, are publi s hing the dia ry in 

five volumes annually , beginning in 1977. The celi tor i f) 

Arme Oliv ie r Bell. 
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(34) op cit p95 

(3 5) p 96,106 & 203 

(3 6 ) London, Fuber, 1936 

p88-9 

Se is the movement;' S DlagazlrLo Blast! cXlc1 I'.Tichel ant. Fox 

( eds) 

(3 8 ) Pengu5 ... Yl> Harmonclsworth, 1974 

(39 ) Faber, London, 1969 

(.4·0 ) Edn;:trc1 P ... rno1 cl. , 
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Casual readers browsing in a bookshop searching for a rattling 

gQ,od yarn , will find The 'Naves an wli'ortuIlatc choice for their 

bedtime fiction. Virginia '.'i oolf has a.,reputation for be ing a 

"difficultll author, and the meaning of her work is not always 

clear. Several reasons for this might be suggested- that the 

author was herself confused as to the meaning of what she wrote 

that she lacked tlle skill to express the meaning she had in 

mind;or that no 'meaning' in this sense was intended,since her 

books are merely exercises in the aesthetic arrangement of 

words and sentences. 

None of these suggestions ism6re than superficially attractive 

and the answer lies elsewhere. I shall ~ry to argue . that the 

IIdifficultytl of Virginia Woolf's work results from the constant 

intrusion into her wricing of a personal element which is not 

comprehensible to the rea.der with no know~edge ')f her life 

and opinions. 'llhere is in her novels ,wha. t may be termed a 

"private code" of meaning,which cannot be deciphered .if conside 

only within the confines of tne novels the mselves. This 

"pri vatisationll of meaning is obviously found -in may- novels, 

but not to the extent that it is present in Virginia :'l oolf IS 

books. She is a writer 'Nho commonly inspires either hostility 

or adulation. For every critic such as Walter Allen who finds 

her writing not JJ.erely unimpressive,but positively irl"it atin~ ; 

there are readers who identify wit~ it to the point of fanati~i 

Perhaps the private code ~f meaning is the key to this 

enormous but selective popularity,in that one is only moved ~

her writing to trle exte;'l.t that one unders tands, thl.""o U<7, h empa t :~,:r , 

her use of personal codes and symbols . Since many of ner 
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persoI~al preoccupations are fe·ill.ini.o.e in character, tilis hypotheE 

would also account for ner popularity with more women than 

men. 

Such an approach also explains why so many Virginia Woolf f2JlS 

tend to be unusually interested in her life as 'Nell as her 

works ,perpetually seeking clues as to the personal significau cE 

of particular references in her novels. The staggering sales 

and appreciation of the recent biography of Virginia Woolf 

(al though no doubt partly due to the excellence al?d elega.I1ce oj 

Quentin Bell's work ) give an ind~cation of the extent of 

Virginia: Woolf was herself aware that a writer's specific 

historical position influenced the vital process of comJD.u ... '1icat.j 

with the reader. She states clearly th~ " •• writing is a 

method of communicat ion ••• The firs t man or the last may I';ri te 

. for himself alone, but he is an excep.tion and an unenviable onE 

at thaol;. II ( ' /) Tn her well known essay on modern wri tk1g 1~r. 3~' n~ 

and i't'irs. Brown she describes how this process of cOIn;n u.nicat iorl. 
if 

is achieved through a basis of shared mec:w,ings, car'efully 

,explaining that these meanings are not timeless, but c.hange 

accordin.g to . the historical situation. Not oill)'" do these 

~eanings change ,they do so very qUickly, so that she can say 

Of her immediate literary predecessors (GalsVlQrthy,.3ennett 

"For us thos.e conventions are ruin, those tools are 

death."(?) Attempting to explain why the new generation of 

iIi'lriters find' the process of comlllunication so difJicult t 

~uggests that "At the present moment we are suffering, 

uE(cay ~ out from havL1i:j n o code oi manners VJ nicn "'Nri t;ers 

n ot ;~ ::e (';r 

·ELD O. 



readers accept as a prelude to . the more exciting intercourse 

of friendship."(3) She sees Joyce's lIindecency" and Eliot's 

"obscurity" as tne result of this dif~iculty,aIld concludes that 

readers as well as wri te ,rs should work to\vards the bridging of 

'Such gulfs. 

Virginia Woolf's awareness of the importance of a lcode ci 

manners' w'1s not sufficient to ensure that vital commu...'J.ication 
( 

between reader and ~riter in her own novels. I suggest that 

the reason for this is that the new code she adopted vIas not, 

and is not,fully understood. Many words ,phrases ,images and 

symbols occur, t.he meaning of ·which is not always clear because 

they are used in the author's specialised sense. In the 

following section I shall look both a\-the text of her novels, 

and at her non-fiction works (including her diary),in order to 

support this hypothesis. I shall also discuss particular 

areas in which these hidden ass umptiq.ns are of great importance 
_. "- ' . . -

the questions of patriarchy,relationships bet'Neen different art 

forms and feminine identity. 
/ 

It is useful that in her critical work she goes to some trouble 

to expose clearly the process of nerprivate image making. Sl:e 

often projects a fictitious scene,from which she isolates one 

or two elements to stand as images for the whole conception. 

thereafter she will refer only to the' images and not to the 

complete allegory. Such is the patt,ern of I;.:r Bennett and LIrs Brc 

where life bec Oilles a journey in a railway carriage; of 'l'he 
\ 
l\Jiece cf Cln.~ l::.arl, vihere class dis tinctions are repres euted by 
")\ 

8.' General brushing his coat before calling on a me-iber of the 

aristocracy; and of A Room of One i_~~ O,v~ ,Where a couple in a 



taxi encapsulate the androgynous ideal. (~ rI'hese meanings are 

introduced clearly,so that wnen the images reappe~we are in 

no doubt as to how they should be interpreted. 

This admirably clear process is not found in Virginia. Woolf I s 

f 'iction as it is found in heL criticism. Images,metaphors, 

simile~ and so on aboLlild in her novels, and in so far as tile] 

are re'a.dily comprehended by all they are not at issue here. The 
( 

difference(between such images,and what I shall call IIsymbols ll 

or "references", is that the meanings or interpretations to 

be attached to the latter are not c'lear~but are open to debate. 

The term "symbol" denotes a specific word or phrase for which 

a specific meaning would exist,if we could a gree on, what it ' 

were to be. The term "reference" is so used because it denotes 

a word or phrase which evokes a whole set of assumptions on 

the author's part - knowledge of which would -greatly -iacilita-c E 

the reader's interpretation. (The distinction made here is that 

bet'ween denotation and connotation) • Such symbols alid 

references ~ontribute to the 'private code' of Virginia ~oolf'~ 

novels,a code which she / herself perceived as a means of makin:::; 

sense of the external world. Even the child James Ramsay 

' '' ••• had already his private code, his secret language,though 

he appeared t,he ima'oD'e of stark and uncompromisinoO' severi t 'T II (r,; 
..... J "',1 •• \. .... !" 

~.f"d+.!r·· 'exam.l· nl' ,Q' or.·- the r" Ie of tn' l'S prl' va+-~': 1 ~ ~ - vL u= anguage in Vi r ginia 

Woolf's thinki~g,we shall be in a bett6r , position to analyse 

the ways in which she reconciled the exterior and the i n terior 

of a Ilsymbol" ill Virginia /loolf's work 

meant to denote something ' .fairly :;;pecific - but what? 'Il::;.e 
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question puzzled its first readers, as \.'Ji tness Lytton Straclley 

"I suppose there is some symbolism about the lighthouse etc. -

but I can't guess what it is. With 8..nyone else, the ,suggestion 

would be fairly obvious •• 11 Cb) Roger Fry came nearer to the 

truth as Jthe author saw it when he wrote to her 111 suspect 

fqr instance that arriving at the lighthouse has a symbolic 

meaning ;,h ich escapes; me. But I wonder if it matters." This 

i~ precisely the point,and it is wort1;l quoting Virginia Woolf' : 

reply in full II I meant nothin~ by The IJ~..f;hthous~.' One has to-

have a central line down the middle of a book to hold the 

design together. I saw that all sorts of feelings would accrue 

to this,but I refused to think them out & trus t ed that people 
i 

would make it the deposit for their own emotions - which they 

have done,one thinking it me~'1S one thing,another anoth(~ r. I 

can t t manage symbolism exce,pt in this vague, generalised way. 

Whether its rignt or wrong I don't know; but directly I1m told 

what a thing means, it becomes hatefui to me."(9-) 

It is clear that Virginia 'Nooli' sa"v this kind of ambiguous 

symbolism in emotional /rather than intellectual terJlls. Nhen 

ffnishing To the Li ghthouse s h e noted in her diary IiI am 

' making more use of symbolism,Iobserve; and I go in dread cf 

II sentimentali ty" " e.g) - as if the juxtapos i tion of t he two 

were n a tura l and inevitable. It .is doubtful t herefore how 

she would have responded to current attempts to fit such 

symbolism into a systematic i n tellectual pattern in her wo r k . 

I am thinking here of interpretations such as the ones given 

by Daiches . and I~;a.!'d er, in '1;11ich the ' me aning' of t he li ght hOUS E . 
is une quivocall.y stated. David Daiches asserts that. ll The 

lighthou~"le itself ~standiIlg lonely in the mid s t. of the sea , 
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is a symbol of the individual who is at once a unique be ing 

and a part of the flux of his t ory. To reach the lighthouse is~ 

in a sense, to make contact with a tru.th outside one s elf ,to 

surrender the llljqucness of one's e go to an impersonal reality. II 

(q ). Marder, on the other hand, is equally convinced of an other 

meaning;' - "Masculine tower, f eminine sea,a radiance somehow 

joining the two - the ima ge of the lighthouse becomes,for 
t 

Virginia Wo~lf,a symbol of the marria ge of opposites,and,by 

implication,of the andro gynous mind. lI Cto.) Such interpretatio:lS 

are not without an intrinsic interest,but do not help us to 

understand the role of a specific symbol in the author's 

original mental process. 

My hypothesis can be illustrated by the following ins t ance. On 
(It) 

p.27 of The Wavesj,the concept of identitL is introduced • . Here 
I 

is the passage ,describing Rhoda's feelings on'her first day a t 

a new school. "Now that our boxes are._ unpac ked in t!:E dormitorie 

we sit herded together under maps of the entire world. There 
.. 

are desks with wells for the ink. 'Ne shall write our exer cises 
here. / 

in ink here. ButJI am nobody. I have no face. This great 

company, all dress ed in brOVHl serge, has robbed me of my i dent i t 5 

we are all callous, unfriended." It is cl ear that Virgi n i a v'i ool: 

means by'identity' an awareness of the individual's pers onali t~ 

and its boundaries,which is easily und erstood by a modern 

r eader. 'This interp~~etation of ide ntity is cons istent with al l 

those ps ycholo gi ca l the ories of identity which have been put 

forward in the period since the pUb l i cation of The ~aves . Ther e 

is no apparent bar r ier t o our comprehension ~ 

On p.54· however ,tne word occurs a gaiil,.l..!l a. le s s -, - -. ........ 
(.;.L\;;cU 

...., - , ....... +- f'~ 'i 1' '0:
'v vu ~ ........ J"'.. \,l • 



Rhoda is speaking again ••• "Wind and storm coloured July. Also 
" '-

in the middle, cacewrous, mvful lay the . grey pudc1le in the 

courtya rd, when, holding an envelope in my hand., I carried a 

message • . I came to t1ie puddle. I could not cross it. Identi 

failed me. We are nothing, I said, a nd fell. Twas blorm IiI:: 

,a feather, I was wafted c1ovm .. tunnels. Then very gingerly, I 

pushed my foot across. I laid my hand against a brick wall. -

.returned very painfully, drm'ting myself back into my body over 

the grey cadaverous space of the puddle. This is life then to 

which I am · COTIll11i tted. " This passage is interesting and comp-

rehensible as it stands, but I would want to argue that it 

takes on a further meaning in the light of evidence from out s i 

the text. It is in fact an evocation of an inciftent i'ro;n the 

author's ovm childhood, as described ~ln her diary:- "Life is, 

soberly and accurately, the oddest a,ffair; ha s in it the essen 

of reality. Iused to feel this E\S a child - coulon 1 t sten 

across a puddle once, I remember, for thinking how strange -

what am I? etc." (12) This rather u..."'1satisfactory and --;-ague 

remark inc1icates a concept of identity which is not simply the 

_. awareness of ina i vidual consciousness, but which is a more 

positive sense of confidence in oneself in relation to the 

outsid e ,,.,'orld. ':rhis is mad_e clearer later on when she a sks 

herself , in response to some discouraging criticism of her 

I work, how she can summon up the ne ces sary identit:t (to use he r 

~rivate slang (13) ) to enable her tb get on with some more 

writing . ThiS, I think, is a r~ther j.diosyncratic use of 

the word icienyity, V8YhapS relates to her lack of 

ence in the tra d;tional pa r ameters of the personality . As 

such it is a rather persona l de fin i tj.on of the term. 



Here lies the 'obscurity' and 'difficulty' of Virginia 0001f's 

work; one reader may spontaneously empathise ·,'lith her assumptj.OI 

about the meaning of identity,while another will feel she has 

used an inappropriate word. 

There is a perfect example of the working of empathetic 
I 

communication in one of her early novels Ni ght and Day. Two 

people are(in love,but feel that they cannot commit themselves 
( 

to the other because,one being moved by poetry and the other 

by pure j1wthei!latics, they cannot commun.icate to each other theil 

most profound attitudes and emotions. The problem is .solved 

when Denham, trying to write dovlD his feelings fer Katherine s 

is dissatisfied - "He felt hi.1lself morE! cut off from hal' than 

ever. In idleness,and because he could do nothing further with 

words ,he began to draw little figures in the blank spaces ,he ad~ 

meant to resemble her head,blots fringed with flames illeant to 

represent - perhaps tne entireuniverse. II (/4-) Katherine 

subsequently sees these papers •••• !IRis glance seemed to ask f 01 

some assurance upon another point of vital interest to him.It 
/ 

beseeched her mutely to tell him whether what she had read 

upon his confused sheet had any meaning or truth to herA She 

bent her head once more to the papers she he Id. 

I "I like your ·little dot with the flames round it, II she said 

meditatively_ ' 

Ralph nearly tore the page from her hand in shame ani despa.ir 

when he saw her actually contemplating the idiotic s.z.ra bol 

of his most conf used and emotional mooents. 

He ~,,~,;a.8 so,;nChQ'/l corl'l~nc8d tb ... at .it ;l COllld [neall .nothins to anoth.er, 

al though somehow to him it conveyed not only Katherine her3elf 
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but all those §.tates of mind vvhlch had clustered :bound her 

since he first saw her pouring out tea on a Sunday afternoon. 

It represented by its circwnference of smudges surr~unding a 

central blot all the encirclini; glow which for him surrounded, 

inexplicably,so :nany of the objects of life,softening their 

sharp outline,so that he could see certain streets ,books, and 

situations wearing a halo almost perceptible to the physical , 
eye. Did she smile? Did she put the paper down weari:iJ, 

condemning it not only for its il1q.dequacy but for its falsity? 

Was 'she going to protest once more that he only loved the vision 

of her? But it did not occur - to her that this diagram had 

anything to do with her. She said Simply, and in the same tone 

of reflection: I Yes the world looks SOllle thing like that to me 

too.' It (IS') 

Virginia Woolf was very clearly an emotional as well as an 

intellectual writer, although the obvisus vehic les for conveying 

emotion - plot and character - are not used for this purpose in 

her novels. £.ven in Nil3ht and Dar, of all he:[" novels the one 
/ 

which would lend itself most easily to 'an emotional treatment 

of the plot,this is almost totally absent. I am arguing, 

therefore,that we have to look to the emotional content of 

symbolic communication to find the role of emotion in boer won\. • 

I can illustrate the assertion th~t Virginia Woolf attempts a 

careful synthesis of emotion and intellect by an example from 

her diary. Whe never she hears of the death of a friend,r~lative 

. or acquaint.ance, her reacti ons follow a consistent pattern . F'iI' s~:, 

there i s a strong immediate expression of like or dislike, wi;j.c tl 

i s fln~('. eeded by 2!l observant: fair and rational acC 'Otlilt of the 
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individual. Finally she presen~s a modified version of the 

original response. 

I have tried to argue tha t one of i~he functions of pri V8.~ 

svmbols in Virginia Woolf's vvork ' is to convey an emotional 
y - • 

meaning~ The emotional nature of this communication accounts 

{orthe sympathy or lack of it that is felt by her readers. It 

is not surprising that such ill-defined C01Thl1Wlication can be 
...., f 

chancy and ambiguous • The enormous output of Woolf scholars 

concerned to interpret her symbolism reveals the extent of the 

problem. The authors of such works seem aware that symbcls are 

being used, and that an elusive meaning ispresent;but do not 

seem. able to understand what, the meaning is' , and why the symbols 

are there. The result is a rather confused groping in a 

romanticised twilight - for example y "A Dangerous D::J.y: Mrs 

Dalloway Discovers her Double."; "The Waters of ,AP ... nihilation: 

Double Vision in To the Lighthouse. lI
; liThe 'Real' lilrs Dalloway"; 
-'.-

"Die Glocken von Big 3en: Zur strukturfunktion der Uhrzeit in 

Mrs Dalloway. 11 (16) I quote these titles to indicate the 1e 116ttlB 

/ 
to which critics vlill go in attemptin6 to understand the 

significance of Virginia Woolf's symboJ{sVm. To say that the 

process of commwJ.icati '.Jn nas obviously failed does not 

automatically impute blame to either writer or reader. 

Nevertheless it does seem true that when a im1damental empathy 

is absent,no amount of symbol analysiS will compensate for 

I sai.d earlier (on paGe ,/2:S-) that "synbols" an.d nrefere.n..ces ll 

contributed to the private codes in Vi.rginia Woolfis wri t i n g. 

Before this point furthe r~ i t is wort h makin2 one 



point. One does not automatically make a gain in understanding 

when locating an element in a navel in its biographical. source. 

I am not engaged here in an exel'cise of how 'works' have been 

affected by 'life' ,in the manner of' a traditional literary 

biogro:l'hy. It is true of course that · Virginia Woolf would make 

an ide~l subject for such a work - her novels abolli~d with 
i 

allusions to eVents or objects in her past,some of which are 

pointed Qut( in Quentin Belli s biography. 1!'or example we know 

that the hunter's hoof inkwell mentioned in The ~'; aves (f 0) 

was noticed by Virginia Woolf when she stayed at Cleeve House, 

Seand, Wilts;that Mrs Dalloway_'s emotion toward Sally was a.a 

exact replica o'f Virginia Noolf's towar'ds Nadge Symonds <...11) 

that her experience of her fat~~r's self~pitying demands for 

sympathy were the source of James Ramsay's outburst ,. against his 

These examples do not concern us her:_,since the 4Ileanin~ of t~e 

text is not substantially altered by such knowledge as we may 

have about the bearing of '-life' on 'work'. The more interes ti:: 

cases are those where OlU' Llnderstanding ;is inadequatear only 

partial without material that is external to the text. It is 

these latter cases that I have designated as a "private code ll 

in that a worq or phrase is used,refcrring perhaps to a whole 

set of attitudes or asswJptions,of which the reader illay or 

may not be aware. In tile following section I shall analyse 

various importanc questions raised in the novels, where I shal J 

argue that the answers are to be found in the author's opiLlion~ 

as expressed in her non-fictional wr iting. In this analys is 

I shall refer to the ~aits ct the ' ~ovels, and to the main 

sources of exte rncll i.:li'ormat ion - nnmely, her diary, both the 
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exbrac ts publ ishe d as A \',i!i te r' s Diar y (/<'1) and the r(~mctilld er 

as yet unpublished (2.0);the two major non-fiction works 

A Room of One's Own and Three Guineas , ;numerous essays ~ 

articles and leviews; and biographical information,including 

not only "('he monographs, but also material about her such as is 

found in LeoBa.rd 'Woolf' s autobio 6raphy. I shall then try 

to drm'l SOille conclusiollS on the role of these references in tile 

overall s<,ystem of meaning of the novels. 
( . 

The areas I have chosen to discuss are:-

~)the patriarchy 

(ii) relationships between individuals' 

(iii) relationships be t we en different aFt forms 

(iv) psychological diffe r ences between the sexes. 

It will emerge that Virginia Woolf cannot accept the COllmon 

evaluation of (i) and (ii) as important she is very sceptical 

as to their value and ultimate meaning~ As we shall see in 

the next section,on mysticism in her'~lork, (iii) and eiv) forr.:t 

part of her atter.:lpt to sol ve this p.r'oblem by creating her Oi';n 

meaning for life. 

(i) the patriarchl' 

Two examples of references to the patrjD,rchy are found in To 

the Lighthouse and The Waves. These are first,the passa ge 

discussing how Mr. Ramsay has got stuck in his thinkins at 

the letter Q in the alphaoet (~I), and secondi y t he one in 

The Waves in which Neville reacts to sc~oo l chapel by thinkihg 

liThe brute menaces my liberty~ •• wnen he pra,ys.ll ( 1_1_) .'Ih a t do 

these passa ges mean ? 



on the power of his intellect . lilt Vias a splendid mind. For 

if thought is like the keyboard of a piano,divided into so 

many notes, or lilce the alphabet is range d in t wenty-six letters 

~ll in order,then his splendid mind had no sort of difficulty 

in running over those letters one by one,firmly and 

accurately,until it had reachecl,say,the letter Q. He reached 
I 

Q". Very few people in the whole of England ever r ea ch Q • •.• 

But after{ q; ? What comes next ? After Q. there are a number of 

letters the last of which is scarcely visible to mortal eyes~ 
eM" 

but glimni.er~ red in tne distance. Z is only reached once bY/ :"lr:..n 
[ \ 

in a generation. Still, if he could reach R it would be 

something. II , Virginia iN oolf points out that he never 

does reach R, despite the combinat ion of sl~~ndnmind and 

heroic character, and cO[lcludes drily ttlat he is like the 

leader of an expedition wnicn is doomed to failure - IIFinally"! 

.who shall blame the leader of the doomed expedition,if,having 

ventured to the uttermost, and useci his strl?(\ gth wholly to the 

last ounce and fallen asleey not much caring if he wakes or 

not,he now perceives by some pricking in his toes tbat he 

lives,and does not on the Whole object to live,but reQ.uires 

sympathy,and whisky,and someone to tell the story of his 

suffering to at once ? II (2..3) 

What interpretation can we maKe of this passase ? Virgini a 

Woolf is stating her view that none of the traditional 

intellectual approaches will solve the problem of what is 

" the meaniJig of life. She is in fact making an indictma-t of 

academic life, an· indictmen t t hat nolds mLlc h more l' orce for 

the reader who is a ware of the a uthor1s private views on such 

matters. Virginia Vioolf several times refused honorary de 3rees, 



and sOUletimes rejected invitations to s peak at lillivex'sit ies. · 

She writes (to Lytton Strachey) that cihe has just visited 

Cambridge II - that detestable place ••• pe'rhaps not as bad as 

I imagine. But ~hen I think of it, I vomit - that's all -

a green vomit, which gets into the inl{ and blisters the paper.1( 

C2Lt-) Why does she fee.l so strongly about. the lUlivem ities ? 
I 
J 

(Mr Ramsay is described as Professor of Philosophy at London 
I 

Un.iver(Sity). She associates the;n with the entire .fa bric of 

patriarchal society - a society in which her brothers were 

sent to public school and C~mbridge while she herself was 

educated a thorne 0 She was very well aVlare th.at the status of 

male academics was such that they could deman.d sympat hy in 

the way that hir Ramsay did. It is relev,ant here that VirbL'1ia 

'N ooli" s father was a disting uished intellectual man, the found s 1.' 

of the Dictionary of National 3iography and the Editor of the 

. Cornhilt Magazine, and that 11e exacted sympathy aGd s uppo..:-t fr ce: 

the female members of h~faillily. ~uentin Bell describes the 

atyitude of V:anessa Stephen. - "She, being the eldest, had 

observed the manner in wiich first Julia (h.e r mother hl3 ) and 
ho.d i 'mPlo!otcd thon~(h(S t'n cl~ct(,.... tc t.,.)(~k(' t.(Sj'It:: CC;T1t-c>r-j'aL!c_ o SI)E:'. 
th~ Stella (her half sister MB \nad se ~n them wear themse lves 

' : out and die; she did not feel inclined to follow their exampJ.e. l 

(~,S) The patriarchal system in which these priorities existed 

contained a num~er of elements, and they are closely related 

in Virginia Woolf's mind. Tne academic world was one , t ne Ch ~Cl 

, another. 

This ' is the context in which we must interpre t the passa~e i~ 

Tile ','j a v~s already mentioned. II , The brute menaces my 1i bert,? , I 

~-' ':Q'' ~T ;:::' '''T~11- t 111h(.1 1""\ h I":') ·r-.."·· 0 H C' 11" u'pYlrnp t4 b~T -j rrl~ o· in~t-; ()n n i~ 
J,.. .. ct ~L .. 't ....... \ .J... •. l.J _ ~ , V1f .1.1.. \,;,.- 1..1. J,..1...... 1:--"-'- o J t..J. v ".A. - .......... ~ ~- -. .;_ ......... ~ 4.i. ......... ~ ._ ....... ;........ r...; __ -.:..- 1 __ _ '-' 

'-

words fall cold on my head like paving-stones,while the gilt 



cross heaves on his waistcoat. The words of authority are 

corrupted by those who speak them. I gibe and mock at this s ad 

religion.o.' II ('Z.b) There is no explicit discussion of religio!.l 

in The Wa ves just as there is no explicit discussion of 

academic life in To the IJ~3hthousE!.. Such references stand aloIle, 

for the reader to. make of thew what he or she is able. In 

fact Virginia ~ oolf has a consistent attitude to reli gion 

throughout her work. In her first novel, The Voyase Out, 
or- her c.i.-tldl"c" --"'-----. 

. Mrs Ambrose saysA IIS0 far, owing to enormous care on my part, 

they think of God as a kind of walrus ••• II ("1.:1-). Again in 

Mrs DallowaY,we find the same hostility to religion,this ti~e 

clearly linked to the patriarchal system,when Virginia ~oolf's 

strongest comm.ent i~ , made after describing the presence in 

Bond Street of a car containing perhaps a member of the royal 

family :- "The Spirit of religion was abroad with her eyes 

bandaged tight and her lips gapin(; ·t' ide. \I (2. g) 

If the reader has, say , i. rebelled against a reli:;ious 

upnrifl:;ling,or 'r,ead Andl.e' Gide,or Jonn Stuart l\,l ill,then he or 

she may grasp at once the set of ideas to which such referen~e S 

,allUde. Even so it is no fore gone conclusion that such a 

reader will automatically unite this view of religion wit~ ~ 

critiaal view of academic 1ife,or ~itn the entire system of 

privile ge and patronage ,such as is eV?Ked by JiiL.1._,y's 

reflection that "I am native here. I tread naturally on 

"thick carpets. I slide easily on smooth-polished floors . I 
I 

now begin to unfurl,in this scent,in this radiance,as a fer~ 

when its curled 1e aves Wlfur 1.11 (2.'1) 

, 

' It iG 11 :) 00~G-nh0~~~~O ~ T~nn " -..,.) .......... 1.4._ VI·.J".. ......... ~ ......... V .... ·~_ ....t.... ,-J...a....~ l ... tl , 
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who expresses a love of uniforms. She says liThe scrannel 

beauti es of your roof -t ops repe 1 me. Iv'len and women, in 

uniforms,wi gs and gowns, bowler hats and tennis shirts,beautiful 

open at the neck~the infinite va~iety of women's dresses (I 

note all clothes always) de 1 i gnt me. II (3 Q) In Three Guine a~ 

Virginia Woolf Sh?ws clearly how she saw bowler hats,gowns 

and wigs as symbols of status or , rank in t he patriarchy. She 

sees them in the same way as she sees military uniforms, and 

, loathes them. In Th.r~ Gu,i~ she links together all the 

institutions of patria~cnal society,in order to pr ove her point 

that masculine values, stat us systems and symbols a.:.'o responsi bJ. 

for war. Here is an example of the we. y she a.q;ues: - II ••• your 

dress fulfills tue salle fUllction as tne tickets in a grocer's 

shop. 'But, here, instead of saying IlThis is mar€f.Jrine; this 

is pure butter; this is the finest butter in the mar;cet," it 

says, "This man id a clever man - ne is Master of Arts; this 

man is a very clever man - he is Doctor of Letters; this man 

i~ a most clever man - he is a Memoer of the Order of ~erit." 

It is this function - the advertisement function - of your 

dress that seems to us most singular • ••• And still the 

' tradition, or belief, lingers among us that to expres s worth 

of any kind,whetne r intellectual or moral,by wearing pieces 

_-of met aI, or ri b bon, coloured hoods o.c gowns, is a barbarity 

wnich deserves the ridicule wnich we bestow upon the rit es 

. of savages •••• ·vvhat con.necti on is there be t vieen the sartorial 

splendours of the ~ducated man aad th~ photographs of ruined 

houses and dead bodies ? (taken in the Spanis h Civil Nar Mrl) 

Obviously the conn ection and war 

seek;your finest clotheS are thDs e you wear as soldiers. II C'S! ') 
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Virginia Woolf sees herself as'an 'outsider' . ~_ as some one 

who by virtu~ of belo~ing to a different class - tn~ of women -

has no role in the network of protessions - legal,po~itical, 

educational, medical or financial - which govern society. She 

sees war as the inevitable outcome of a system which stresses 

only masculine values ratner than aimin~ for a _ balance between 
I 

the values of tne two sexes. 

Modern readers may have little difficulty in graspin~ these 

connections. Three elements of this analysis of the patriarchy 

are now part of om' everyday kno~ledge about society. First, 

an awareness that modern industrial society is dominated by 

specifically masculine attitudes and interests (the occupati c~aJ 

and family structure for example) - , . secoiidly, an 

understanding of the role played by external signs in the 

reinforcement of hierarchy (tne current interest ~ in applying 

the methods of structuralist anthropology to modern society 

is a case in point), ' and thirdly, a recognition of the 

importance of. circulati6n of elites ( or tne intel' lo~ti~g naturE 
-.... 
of the professions) to our u~1.deL·standins of the dist r ibu:t ion 

of 'political power. This modern understanding in no way 

-detracts fro w illy ar3ulnent concerning the text. ;,:rs DalJ.o-.val 

was published, io 1925, wnen considerably fewer people would 

./'nave had any awareness of these ideas. Iv~any such references 

to the patriarchal system would have fallen upon uncom prehendi: 

-barren soil. Virginia Woolf's attitudes we£e not typical of 

her iime, and in not makin~ explicit in her novels the views 

she held poace~ning the relatEdness of, say,the educational 
. 

system and tne church,sne rarl a hi ..;;h risk._Qf .not being underst8~ 

by her readers. 
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As an example of the untypicqllty of her views it might be 

worth melltionin ~~ her .reaction to the Abdication in 1936. 

Although she was to be found in the crowd at ~hitehall awaiting 

the annowlcement, this was because she Er:doyed any dramatic 

social situation,rather' than because she was alarmed or sad 

at the thought o~ the impending const~~utional crisis which 

was likely to remove the King. Sne noted in her diary that the 

most distasteful aspect of the business was the weakness and 

obstinacy of the King in his rigid adherence to the middle 

class institution of marriage. \ One of her characters 

expresses hostility to family life,long before the recent 

critiques - "it was an aboLli.nable system)he thought; family 

If w~ look at the development of Vi~ginia Woolf's novels~ a 

very consistent set of attitudes emerges. I have - already 

mentioned her first book; Tne Voya ~:e Out, in the context of 

religious beliefs. It also reveal~ strong pacifist views -

Mr's Ambrose remari<s that !1 it seemed to her as wron;r.. to ~e e 0 -- -- . 
sailors as t9 keep a Zoo, and that as for dying on a battlefi:i.c 

. . 
.surely it was time we ceased to praise courage. II (33) '11he 

concern with patriarchy recurs in £.'II'S Dalloway,with some of 

the comments mare closely linked together. The implication 

suggested is that men in influential pOSitions obtained them, 

and rel::lain in them, by systema tically depri vin ::; others. Hugh 

\fJhitbread, almost a caricature of masculine di s.l1ity and 

conv-.; ntional values, is attacKed on these grounds - 1I8a11y 

suddenly-lost her temper,flared up,a.nd told Hugh that he 
,. 

repre sellted all Lha t 'Nas mos t· d e·t eE t a l)le -in I3ri ti sh midd.le cl. a ~: 

life. She told him that she considered him responsib~ for t: h:.: 
. .1 ..... 1...0 
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state of 'those poor Girls in Picadilly' - Hugh, the perfect 

gentlemaD.,poor Hugh 1 - never did a man look more horrified 111 

(34-) Virginia Woolf explores in detail the possible roles for 

women in the patriarchal system,which will be discussed in 

s e ction (iv). Another example of this process of corruption 

and victimisation is s hown in the relation between Septimus 

Warren Smith ~ and his doctor, Bradshaw. It has often been 

observed that in portraying Smith's madness in Mrs Dallowav 
- . ~ 

Virginia Woolf used the exact symptolfls of her own breakdown 

in 1914 (sparI'ows talking Greek and so on). Cr·itics (35 ) have 

commented on the coura ge required to do this at a time when 

mental illness,if portrayed in literature at all,was invariably 

observed by the author fro m B safe distance. It is mucn ~ore 

significant tilat Virginia ,'j oolf chooses to identify her 

illness not with one of her privileged -intell.ectua l f.i gures , 

but with a man who is both poor and se If ed uca ted. Su.c~ an 

identification makes his death more tragic, and more of a ... "1. 

indictment of the rich uncaring psychiatrist who neglected --him. 

_ Some of thes e themes ret urn in '1'0 the LighthoLlse. .~cadeillic lifE 

has already been 8entioned. Andrew Ramsay is killed in ihe War, 

as was Jacob-in J a cob's Room, but no discus s i o~ is offered of 
/ 

ei~her. Tne Years is almost exclusively concerned with the 

patriarchy. Its corruption and hypocrisy are presented in 

detail, beginnin3 with Colonel ~argiter's visi t to his . - -

mistress as his wife lies dying. 

Virginia· ¥i oolf is most. irked by ~re . hierarchical nat ure of tne 
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the reason for bel' scepticism about intellectuals; she does 

not believe that the rational ordering of phenomena will ever 

solve the fundamental probl~ of what is the meaning of life. 

Her attitude emerges in s ma ll as well as lar G;e issues, and is 

-consist ent between her personal and her liter3ry life. Hence , 

durins the 1930s she notes in her diary that Tom (T S Eliot) 

is now veL'y much the Great II.1an, alld drily repeats his remark -

It's so difficult,w'Jhen one's lecturing, to i gnoJ:e oneself . (36) 

Virginia Woolf was clearly aware that her break with the 

traditional novel wasai ~ great as Eliot's break with 

traditional poetry; but she lacks (the des ire t o impose order __ 

on such matters. 

(ii) relationships between individuals. 

It is' clear that relationships between individuals CD.Il.J10t be 

independent of the so~ial structure in ~bich they exist. 

Virginia Woolf se es re lationships bet\veen individuals, and 

especially re la t ionsnips between Jlen-'- and women, as domina t.ed 

by patriarchal convention. A man has the ri sh t to expect -sympathy and suppor:t fr'om a womafl. Again, VIe find the point 

is· -made in her firs t novel. (It is relevant, of course, that 

' Virginia Woolf was comparatively old,at 33,for the publicati,on 

of a first .Clovel.) !lEven the Ambroses whom he admired and 

/res~ected profoundly - in spite of al l the love between them, 

was not their marriage too a compromi~e ? She gave way to him ; 

she spoilt him; she arraQ&e d thin~s .for him; she who was all 

truth to others was ' not true to her husbands 'was not true 

to her friends if they came in conflict with her hus band. It 

was a strange and piteous fla ',v in. her nature.1I (31-') 

This unsatisfactory cOJlpr-omise i s a r'eflection of the autho~,ls 
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own early experience. Qu.entin Bell points out t h e inconsistency 

of her father's conduct:- " With men his conduct was invariably 

gentle, considerate and rational ••• " ••• 11 But he needed and 

expected ~e.'n1;()ll1e sympathy."; to obtain it he VJould create the 

most , dreadful scenes. (38) This theme, that of dishonesty in 

hUDlan relationships, recurS in To ~he IJ:L:;ht!2.2-use. Mrs Rams a y 
I ! . 

a-character treated most kindly bS the author, is l1 aware of 

the _pettiness of some part of her, and of human relations, hov 

flawed they are,how despicable,how self-seeking at their best. 1I 

Lily Briscoe,despite ner bitter antagonism towards 

Tansley's misogynism,is nice t o him at dinner because she 

does not want to disappoint lvIrs Ramsay - "Human relations -were 

all like that, she thought, and the wors't. ~ • were between men 

and V{omen. Inevif ably these were extremely insincere." ( 5<1) 

It becomes increasingly clear that Virginia Woolf is makia~ a . . , ..-

general statement about human relationships, and is not 

restricti.Llg her srg urueM to relationships between. the s e x es. f..;":, 

E-'I~I Forster observes' of l't18 ;loya~e Out "Hachel has los t 
",. +F --everything - but/she has not swerved from the course 

honesty mark,ad ,she has not- jabbered or pretended that hunan 

relationships are satisfactory. II . (4-0) 

Margaret Drabble has remar ked trlat she is deeply sl.lspi c io~LS of 

/" 
Ja~e Austen's novels because of tneir tendency to aband on 

the h~ppy coup l e at the altar (~/) • This comm ent could n a ver 

be made of Virginia y'i oolf' s books. On Pages I Zq-)(J I discussed 
I 

th e role of a n e ;aotio1191ly charged symbol in the pres ent ~tiC) o. 

of the union. be t ween ~<a ti1e rine Hilbe.l' ry and Ha lph DenhaiTI. Tlle 
, 

author make s n o a8sl~pti ons a bout a cloudle s s futar e fu r t he 

couple - " ';\' h e t;her t!1e re was any correspondence be-tveen t he 
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two prospects opening befol~e th'em they shared the same sense 

of the impending future. 1I The last paragraph of the boo k 

begins with the c~ventional image of t.he young couple walking 

arm in arm along the £iver bank. But doubts intrude at once -

IISl:le . felt his arm stiffen ben.eatn her hand, aDd knew by this 

token that they had entered the enchanted re gion. Sb e mi ght 

spe/ak to him,but with that strange tremor in his vOice,those 

eyes blindlyadoring,whom did he answer . ? it/hat woman did he see ';" 

And where was she walking, and who was her cornpan:i.01 ?II (/t-Z) 

Nor does the author leave them together;the book ends as 

they reach Katherine I s door, loo.se their hands and go to tbeir 

separate houses. 
i 

An incident in The Years provid es another example. })eggy, at 

a party, asks a deaf man a question which he mishears. He 

tells stories in answer to what he thought was her question. 

She laughs at the absu.rditl of the situation,by coincide-ilce at 

a time "when he has. just ~ade a joke. She is .:lot reallJr 

--listening to him - IIHow :uany pe0ple,she wO.:J.Cie red, list en? 

This 'sharing ' ,then.,is a bit of a farce. She made herself 

at·tend. 1I (4-3) It is clear the t Virginia lioolf saw human 

relationships as n.o more of a solution than the patriarchy 

to her problem concerning the meaning of life. Mrs D ~ lloway 

/ pos~s it in these terms: ~ IIAnd the supreme mystery which 

Kilman might say she nad solved,or Peter mi ght say he had 

solved, but Cla~issa didn't believe either of them had tue Shos~ 

of ah idea of solving,was simply this: here wa s one ro om ; 

there another. Did religion solve tt18t,ox' lo·..re '[" (itlf-) 

In v/hat sense are these allusions - to the. l1.!1satis f a c torine ss 



, 

of human relations in general,B.nd to relations between the 

sexes in particular - private references as I have defined the~? 

Such problems are qUite fully explored in l\T i ght and Da.J:,=· .. ' : 

The Voyage Out and M~s Dallo~ay, "in a way that was not the case 

for the allusions to the patr).arehy. Three points lIlay be made 

in answer to this qu~stion. First,the modern reader has a 

greater chance thail the contemporary one of understanding 

these allusions. This ·was true of the references to the 

patriarchal system, and is eq ually true here. OtU~ knowledge of 

Freudi.an psychology ehas made lIS mor.e aware of tne self-seel{ing 

nature of personal relationships. CIt is important here that 

Virginia Woolf was one of the small circle of people who were 

exposed to Fr"eud I s thought at an early date C,+·5:). We Ilave 

. Fromm·' s analysis of the fathologic9.l nature of relationships, 

,/ 

(4fJ and we have the existentialist philosophy of BLlthentieity 

and good faith Cit'1-) to draw on. Al though a number of people 

would have sympatl1ised with Vir::;inia'~'/oolf' s views Vj.!i;), t!"ley -
would certainly have been in a Linority among the reading 

public. 

A second point concerns the relation between the patriarchy 

and human relationships. Virgini8 Vioolf may make it clear that 

she sees the relationships t,hemselves as u.nsatisfact.ory,but 

it is doubtful 'Nhethe.r every r"eader will see throu;sh to her 

assumption that tnis unsatisfactoriness is related to the 

patriarchBl system. Thil'dly, she assumes that the reader vlill 

see her implied solutions to thi~ problem. She implies a belie ! 

in honesty ~s the 6uiding principle for human rel~tions, ~hic h 

I shall discuss in a moment •. A1SO ', in re.t'§rring the read e r 

to the inadequacies of 10ve and religion she is expre ssing 
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view that these traditional. method s fol..' makin g sense of tile 

world are no longer valid. She herself came to a different 

coriclusion about what was funda mentally important,as will · 

emerge in (iii) and (iv) and then in more detail in Chapter 

FoU~. Meanwhile, let us consider the notion of honesty. In , 
her diary Virginia Wbolf gives an account of a convers a ti on 

with Leonard Vi oolf, in which he criticised her latest book , 

the biography of R0 6er Fry. L1stead of defendino~ herself a ga inst 
'--

his criticisms,as one would expect to be any writer's reaction, 

let alone one so hypersensitive to criticism as Virginia i{aolf 

was ,she is analysing him as an . object .. ilL. gave me a very 

severe lecture on the first half •••• It was a curious exa;nple 
I 

of L. at his most rational and impersonal: rather im~ressive: 

yet so definite,so emphatic~that I felt convinced: I meall of 

failure; save for one odd gleam,that he was himself on the 

wrone; tack, and persisting for some deep reason - cis symp9. tny 

..) with R~? lack of interest in personai'ity? Lord knows. I note 
-. 
this plaited . stra:ld in my mind; and even, While we ' ,18. 1ke d allO 

the beak struck deeger,deeper, had this completely deta~he d , 

interest in L. 's character."(L;-q) 

This ruthless scrutiny of motive can be seen turned to~ards the 

author herself in the memoir of Julian Bell, who was killed in 

"" 1937~ ~he analyses ner regret at not having encoura ~ed hi m 
, , ~ 

more, ' in his writing ,which she attribu t es to professiona l 

,je alousy. S LJ.ch hone s ty was of cours e va l ued by ~nan:y of he r 
\ 

Circle, ,but Vir ginia Woolf applied itt~ her relationships 

i n the mos ~ uncompr omis Llg '/.I 8:! to tne 02l1d of he r life. The 

extent of tilis 8Ilalvsis will O1il v ' bu lJ'lP o" e cl p~r "'n' '''' n ;: "' 0 ~e~--- rJ • v v ~,:.::A .. _ _ - ~ '"" eJ. ~ .. t.\.:, v .Ll ·..... J.. ~ lJ 

of her diary is published,for in it she cons tantly scrut inises 



, 
her own behaviour and that of others wi.th a complete disre gard 

for pride,rank or fri~ndship. 

I have tried to show that Virc:;iniaiiool£ expected the reader 

to grasp the meaning of ner allusions ~o the inadequacies of 

personal relationships. I have suggested that this meaning 

i 
I 

I 
involves two points~tnat individuals should be honest in I 

. I 
their dealings with others ,and that in. any case s uch relations!'.i}:;') 1 

can never be of the most fundamental importance in our efforts 

to make sense of life itself. Thus i.n considering. human 

relationships,we see all alteL'l1ative scheme of meaning hi.nted at. 

The-next area to be considered, tbat of relations hips betweelJ. 

different art iorms,introduces this alternative system of 

meaning. 

(iii) relationships between different art forms. 

Critical worKS on Virginia Woolf frequently refer to her h andling 

of a painter t s problems in To the Li;shtb.ouse (50). The book 
I 

ends as, the boat in the distance havin'g; reached the lighthous e, fe' 

~ , 

Lily,:-Briscoe .turns to her painting - "'l'here it was -- her pictu.J::'e . f:: 

t. 
Yes,'Nith all its .gr~ens and olues,its lines running up al1a acro32, ~ i ,. 

1'. 

its attempt at something. It would be hung in the attics,she ~i 

·thought; it would be destroyed. But what did that matter ? s~ 

asked herself,takin~ up her brush again. She looked at the 

""'-£ teps; . they 'Nere empty; SIle looked ather canvas; it was 
. 

blurred. 'ii ith a sudden Lltensity, as if she saw it clear for 

· a second,she dreN 9. line there,in ttle centre. It ,'~ as done; it 

was finished. Yes? she thougnt, layill6 down ne r. brush in ~:X:Lre;ne 

fatigue ,I bave had my visio!l.-n 'Ine moment of paintin:~ in tn.e 

central line is the mOmE.'llt w!:1en the painting achieves a unity! 

l 
1 
~ 1 

~. 
" j , , 
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and becomes a work of art rather than an attempt at something 

that was never realised. 

If we refer again to the comme nt tila t Virginia Noolf. made to 

Roger Fry about this book,we see that what was true of Lily's 

painting is true of the author's book. II Oile has to have a 
, 

central line down the middle of a book to hold the desiGn 

together." . It is no coincidence that it was Fry to who~ 

this remark was made, and l .t is in her re lations with him t hat 

Virginia Woplf's assumptions about the different art forms 

emerge most cl early. It illay be hard for modern readers to s ee 

obvious connections betv,een developments in the different art 

forms. There is a case for saying that each form has beco:.:: :;;: so 

introverted or derivative that any experiraEr1:.al1sillg that does 

occur can only be understood in terms of its ilTilT.iediate 

predecessors. In the period folfowing the first war,however, 
~. tnere was a very lively controversy about possible correspo~de~~~ 

(or-s.ynaesthaesia) between the arts. This was lar3eJy because 

both writing and painting had been dominated by nineteenth r . . 

century represent,ationalism,alld artists of all ki.nds shared 

. (or. could share) a commOll inte res t ill breaking dOVln such 

·conventions. 

Such questions are raised in Forster's Howards ~nd by the 

~cosmopolitan,cultivated Schlegel sisters. Mar gare t asks a 

young man whether he thinks masie ftdifferent to pictures ll , E.i :.:i.c.. 

then goes on to say I' ..• my sister declares they're just t~e 

, 
same. We have great arguments over it. She says I'm dense; I 

say she's sloppy .... Helen's .one aim is to translate tWle s 

into the language of painting,and ~icture~ . into the language 
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of music •••• Oh ~ it I S all rubbish, l.' adic a lly false. If lVi olle t' s 

really Debussy,and Debussy's r e al1,y JVl onet~ neitheJ:' gentleman 

is worth his salt - that's my opinion. II Later on at a lunch 

party she gives an example of one. sucb attempt by Helen - liThe 

course of the OdeI' is to be like music. It's obliged to remind 

her of a ~ymphonib p~em. The part · by the landing stage is in 

B minor,if I remember rightly,but lower down things get 

extremely mixed. There is a sro.dgy theme in several keYB at 

once,me aning mud-banks ,and another for the navigable c anal, 

and the exit into the Baltic is C sharp major p~anj.;.~:~imo.Ii(5l) 

Margare t says she thinks Helen's vi~ws an affectation,but 

Fors ter gives them strength by attributing them to undoubt e d l y 

t he most interesting character in the novel. 

Howards .r~ nd is re 1e van t to Virginia Woolf's work in s 8v0r ·a1 .. -:;}sys 

It was ·written i n 1310, a year which she regarded as a turning 

point in people's attitudes. It deals 'oNith many of the 

questions that Virginia ','iool1' -is conceTned with in her OOOA:S -

tne role of ttle privileged intellectllal; self edllc a tioll; the 
f 

social conventions ~overniug relationships be tween indiv iduals, 

and so on. Anyone reading Xi 8?t and Del after finiShing 

Howards End will .find tile compariscn striking. 

Virginia Woolf deals ~ith the relationships between the arts 

",,",in her essay on Sickert ,NhOill she quotes as saying "I have 

always been a literary painter,thanK goodness,like all the 

. decent painters." (51.) I n this essay sile hYpothesises a • - . • ". 1 .. 

conversation oetweel1 Va .l' iOL1S individuals, but ,it is not difficul.t 

to see that s l1.e is try in~; to pa ce through he r · O'I'ln idea s about 

Sickert's ;vork. He r attem pt to clarify ·and purif.y lang uage 



in her novels is related to the cOillment thati "Not in our time 

will anyone write .a life as Bickert paints it. Words are an 

ilnpure medium; better far to have been born into the silent 

k ingdom of paint.1!(5"3) Here lies the source of the 'painterly' 

" quality noted in ViL'ginia Woolf's writ ing - she says " ••• though 

they must part in the end, painting and writing have much to 

tell each other: Th.ey have much in common. The novelist after 

all wants to make us see. Gardens,rivel.'s,skies,cloudS changing, 

the colour of a woman's dress ~ landscapes that bask bene8.th 

lovers,twisted woods that peo~le walk in when they quarrel -

~ov€lS are full of pictures like these • ••• All great writers 

are great colourists,just as they are musicians into the bal.'gain. 

J ••• UndoubtedlY •• ethe arts are closely united."(S-4-) 

Virgini9. Woolf found an ally in Roger Fry. She was in fact 

asked to write his biography,as the result,so Fry's sister says 

_ in the Foreword, of "those discussions upon the methods of 

the arts which illuminated his -long and happy fl-iendshii? with 

you.," Virn-inia Woolf does Ilot use the biogI'()p'hy to analyse 
o • 

~yts aesthetic tbeories in great detail~but conveys them . 
Eore elliptically. When dealing with the second post-impressionis 

-exhibition in 1912,sne desc..L'ibes an incident where Henry James 

visits the exhibition and t.alks to Roger Fry,iiho "would do , 

,his - best to convey to the great novelist ",hat he meant by 

s'aying -that ctzanne and Flaubert were,in a manner of speaking, 

.. after the same thing." CSS) Given the shared interests in the 

arts ,of Roger Fry and Virginia Noolf,it i~ n~t surprising to 

Sind the following convers~tion recorded in her diary. It was 

1917 and she and Fry and Clive Bell wer.e discussing art and 

li~erature. They agreed that structure in'~painting can be 



linked with plot in writing,and that texture in painti.ng can 

I have tried to establish that Virginia Woolf saw strong 

connections between the different art forms. This is true of 

both the creative process itself and of the goals of art in 

its different forms. I think that this attitude accounts for 

some otherwise puzzling--elements of her books. We are not 

surprised to find writer characters in novels,since obviously 

these can easiQyibe imagined by the author, as i.n the cases of 

Bernard in The Waves and Miss La Trobe in Between the Acts. 

Yet in her fiLst novel the heroine is a musician, a serious -pianist3 in Night and Dal Katherine's passiqn is for mathematics, 

and Ralph's fOl' poetry; and in To the Lighthouse Lily is a 

, painter. The author is clearly trying to make a consistent - ," 

statement that other art forms and other disciplines are to te 

take,n seriously and wlderstood. Certainly Virginia :Noolf's 

remark about writer~ being colourists is amply borne out in 

her' own work. Critics frequently cOlIlillent on the 'painterly' 

'-quality of her writine; ,and describe it in vocabulary usually 

. reserved for art critics. One critic, Daicihes, has even 

~alysed the colour symbolism in her work.(5~) 

In describing Lily's thoughts as she paints,Virginia Woolf 

~ tried to explore an artist's consciousness at the very moment 
, , 

of creation. "Phrases came. ' Visio~s came. neaut)ful pictures. 

Beautiful _ p~rases." (58) She herse If, th.ought in both words and 

-pictures, -as is made clear by her account--ofthe genesis of 
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The Waves. lI ••• it is not oneself but something in the universe 

that one's ieft with. It is this taat is frightenin g and 

, exciting in the mids t of my profollild gloom,depression, boredom, 

whatever it is. One sees a fin passing far out. What image can 

I reach to convey mhat I mean? ••• by writing I don't reach 

anything. All I mean to make is a note of a curious state of 
. that 

mind. I hazard the guess/\it may be the impulse behind another 

,book." (~q) She was right - the entry for 7.2.31 records the 
,,' 

end of The Viaves, "I have netted that fin in the waste of 

water which appeared to me over the marshes out of rqy window 

at Rodmell " ••• ", It would not be difficult to pro duce 
"-other examples of this author thinking more or less 

impressionistica-lly in pictures and images. In fact the very " 

word 'vision', incessantly applied by critics talking of her 
'"' 

work , " does of cou~se emphaSise the simply visual,as well 

as ·the supposed visionary character ' of . the novels • 

The l.lLlity of the different art fOL'ms becomes a possi ble 
~ 

justification for seeing ar.t itself as a solution to some of , 
the problems posed earlier. It enables the artist, as a generic 

term rather than as the exponent of anyone particular art 

:.i'orm, to rise above the unsatisfacto.cy social life in which he 

or she is placed. ~his point is made very ,clear in tae progressi o 

of events at the end of To the Lighthouse. Mrs Ramsay although 

""'" ~ symbol ,of emotion~l warmth to the author, is clearly 

portrayed as a woman who sees her role in relat'ion to her 

husband in the traditional terms that Vi.rginia Woolf deplored. , 

In one respect however, she is cJmpared to the artist, in 

" her philosophy of 'Life standS'stilT pe~e.' " ••. Mrs Ramsay 

' makcing of ' the moment something permanent {as in another sphere 



Lily herself tried to lilCl.K:e of the moment somet.hing permanent) ••• l1 

«(,0) This is not quite enough though, and however much 

' Virginia Woolf approves of this philosophy of Mrs Ra,rnsay's 

it i~ not her but Lily who is to finish her work of art 
~ 

triumphantly at the end of the book. It is Lily, even though 

she wavers afterward.s ,who has the . strength and the fa i th in her 

art to reject lvIr Ramsay's demand for the sympathy his wife so 

freely 1.., gave him. lh' beginning t 'o reduce the corruption in 

relationships between tbe sexes, Lily is .demonstrating Vir ginia 

Woolf's belief that art is the possible solution to worldly 

problems. This transcendent claim for art will be discllssed in 

more detail in the .g~xt chapter. iJieanwhile,here is Lily's 

situation:- lilt was immensely to her discredit,sexually, to 

stand there dumb ••• His immense self-pity, his demand for 
t 

sympathy poured and spread itself in pools at her feet,and all 

r she did,miserable sinner that she was ,VIM to draw her skirts 

a litt-le closer round her ankles, lest she should get wet. In 

complete silence she stood there,grasping her paint brush." (") 
, f 

(iv) psycb.ologica-l differences between the sexes. 

Th~ ' passage quoted above is particularly interesting as an 

.. indication of the link Vi.r·ginia Woolf made between the role of 

, art 'and relationships between individuals 2 For she saw art as 

~important enough to justify an i~dividual rejecting the role 

that he or she might have,- 'Otherwise been expected to play. ReC8!lt 

" critics (62) nave stressed the importance of 'androgyneity' 

in her work, and I think it would be worth while trying to 

assess the role of this concept in the author~s overall set 

, of ass umptions • 



Virginia Woolf implies in her n ovels that the psychological 

differences be t ween the sexes have been exaggerated. Frequent 

examples of ambiguities in sexual identity and role occur. 

In '['he Vo,ya ge Out, Evelyn approves of Terence because "tq.ere I s 

" something of a woman in him," and Mrs Dalloway says of her 

husband "He's a man, and woman as well.II£~~~ most extreme 

expr'ession of t .his is ill Ox, 1 and 0 , when (contrary to present 
t. 

appearances) the couple exclaim "Yo'u I re a man, Orlando ! 11 and 

nyou I re a woman, Shel! ". (,.~) Virginia Woolf "8 characters refuse 

to play traditional sex roles and do not manifest the 

traditional preoccupations of their s,ex. Peter Walsh in 
" 
Mrs Dalloway " burs t into tears; wept; wept without tte lea s t 

shame, sitting on the sofa, the tears running down his cheeks." 

(bS), and as already mentioned, Katherine in Ni ght and ~ 

is passionate ly inter'ested in mathematics thus marking her off 

f'rom~he maj ority of her sex at the tire. 

This lack of confidence in the traditional definition of 

sex~al identity is matched by tne expression of unconventional 

sexual attractions. Mrs Dalloway reflects that she had at 

times felt "what men felt" for a woman; that despite her 

.. scruples "she could not resist sometimes yielding to the charm 

, .of a woman •••• " (bb) A more direct presentation of homosexuality 

"is given in the character of Nicholas in The Years, and in 

, Miss La ~robe in Between the Acts (of . whom the author says 

.' l'Since the row with the actress who had shared her bed and 
-

her purse the need of drink had grown on her. And the horror 

and the terror of being alone.") ('9-) It is clear from Orlando 

that Virginia Woolf approved o'f bi-sexualj..ty (not to mention 

transvestism) , although we should not lose sight of the r eally 



important point of the story - that it is ' the fusion of the 

mental qualities of the two sexes that makes ,great literature 

possible~ 

The key to our understanding of Or'lan,do and the refer ence s to 
~ 

sexual identity in the other novels is to be found, as is now 

widely accepted, in A- Room of One's Own. ', ' ~ The- argument of 

this essay consisted of three major themes. The firm is the 
-

straightforward thesis that literary opportunities depend upon 

material circumstances ,- and that therefore "a woman must have 

money and a room of her own if she is to write fiction.1! 

~econdly, Virginia Woolf insists that women need not play , 

their roles and have their identity solely in relation to men, 

but can achieve an independence which enables them to engage 
r 

, in the ~ype ?f secondary roles and relationships that are 

available to men. She" argues that had men's roles in literature 

been'iimited to the ones that women have been allowed to play 

"We might perhaps have most of Othello; and a good deal of 
nc H;i\nleC-

Antl}ony; but n.o Caesar ,no Brut usAno Lear ,no Jaques - Ii teratu.re 

would be incredib,ly impoverished." (bg) and then goes on to 

comment about a (one assumes hypothetical) modern novel in 

'which two women have jobs outside their homes and can relate 

to each other as individuals. This leads to the third theme ~ 

~the book, that great literature is not limited to the partial 
. 

view of those writers with a markedly ~asculine or feminine 

"perception of the world,but rather tends to be pr~duced by 

thos~writers with an insight into the perceptions of the 

other sex ~ Thes e 'I'>lri teL's, she says, have "andr,ogynous" minds • 
. 

This concept. has eeen sufficiently analys~~ elsewhere 

for me to be able to consider here only its implications for 
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Virginia Woolf's system of thought as a whole. There are 

two aspects to this,each of which serves to reinforce the 

other. On the one hand the status of art is such that it enables 

the artis t to reject the traditional sex roles of his or her 

sex (as with Lily Briscoe r c: fusing to ofTer sympathy to r'/lr 

~amsay); on the other it has this status precisely because it 

is a priori a fusion of the qualities of the t wo se~es. As a 
( 

.result of this the corruptions created by a patrial.'chal soci e ty 

can be countered through art i tse If • Art and literature can 
" 

now' become a ' primary task for women as well as for men, since 

~t can function as an alternative to women's traditional 

family roles. Virginia Woolf was aware that this vias true in 

her own case,and that her own writing could not have taken 

plac~ had she been obliged to play the traditional demanding , 

roles of daughter or mother. Her diary entry for 28/~1/28 be gi ns : .. 

UFathy-r's birthday. He would have been 96,96,yes,today; and could 

have been 96, like other pe ople one has known: but 

mercifully was not. His life would have entirely ended mine. r 

. What would have h,..a.ppened ? No writ ing,no books; - inconceivable . 11 

(''I) More . importantly,she c01llIllents that she could not have 

'written her books if she had had children, like her sister, 

but- is glad she chose the course she did, '; \ and in fact 

",",she ·does at times use the imagery of pl.'eg.."lcccy and childbirth 

t'o describe the production of her books (7~O). 

"" Towards the end of her life Virginia ,Voolf remarked that "why 

'. I diSlike, and like, so many things idiosyncratically now, is 

becauSe of my growing detachment fro:n the hierarchy, the 
. 

patriarchy • . When Desmond praises East Cok~~, and I am jealous, 
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I walk over the marsh saying) I am I: and must follow that 

. furrow, not copy another. That is the only jus tificat ion for 

my writing, living. If (?-/) In the four sections of tbd.s analarsis 

of the code of references in Virginia Woolf's work I have tried 
; 

to indicate the system of thought that lies behilld the attitude 

quoted above. For although she herself found the id.ea of a 

"philosophy" hateful) . . _\ there can be no doubt that she 

assumed clear relations betWeen the several question.s with 

which she deals in her .novels. I have tried to show in these 

four seci;ions that part of this sJTstem of thought serves to 
I::he .. . 

~xpose the problems ofj\sc>ciety in which the author lived;,and 

part of it attempts to offEi' a solution. Tne form this solution 

finally took will be discussed in more depth in the follo'Ning 
'I 

chapter. , 
What then can we conclude about the role ' of a. t private code I . 

. - \ 
of meanlng J:n Virginia Woolf's novels? I think that this analys i:. 

of symbols and ass umptions . can only serve to demonst.rate the 

importance of biographical factors to our understanding of 

this particular-author. Thi~ is not of course true of all 

writers, and sociologists have done Well to be suspicious of 

'the ?ssumption that to draw a correspondence between 'life' 
, i 

and 'works' is to have finished the critic~ts task. Biography 
\ 

as an interpretative prop can tend to lead to a simple +- . pos" nee 

ergo propter hoc conclusion. Nor can it- be relied upon to be 

. truthful ; and Virginia Vloolf herself remarked upon " ••• the 

three' or four hundred pages of compromise,evasion,understate.Jlen t , 

oyerstatement, irrelevance and , dOWll1'ight falsehood which we 

call biography. II ("12) It is common for i.Q..9,ividuals to develop 
. . 
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I private ' cocles and languages for use in self anc(lysis or with 

selected others, and Virginia Woolf w~s no exception to this. '" 

nov~ls words, phrases and assumptions which had a clear meaning 

for her but which have an ambiguous meaning for some of her 
'-.. 

./) . 

readers. With sufficient lmowledge of her views, or an ,-

~empathetic understanding of her work, one might reach a full 

understanoing, but this is not neces sarily the case for ctll 

readers. In this Virginia Woolf differs from many writers, 

although by no 'means all. In tr;ring to define what I have 

termed a 'private code ' it is necessary to distinguish bet~;.'een 

:form and content, between style and subject matter. 

One can argue that the 'accessibility' of a writer~ 

.style is by no means synonymous with t!J.e 'comprehensibility' 

of the same author's meaning. The relationship between the 

two is by no means simple 8.nd predictable-. Hence a \"Tri ter 
) ' 

whose style is lucid and clear may yet present subject matter 

'whose meaning ' is highly ambiguous. Conversely there is the 

_. (far less likely) possibility that once a difficult 'code' of 
J 

writing is 'cracked', the 'meaning may be revealed as clear as 

the proverbial daylight. In practice, many vvri ters operate 

. somewhere between these two cases, using varying degrees of 

'accessibiliti and privatisation in their work. Looking at 

the period in which Virginia Woolf was 'Nri ting we find the 

extreme type of privatised writing ' in the works of Kafke? and 

Wyndham LewiS, both of whom are fu;tly analysed in this respect 

in Currie's book Geritus~ ~ Lewis's The Anes of God is 
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a perfect example .of this phen.omen.on, barely c.omp.rehensible 

except in the passages where with extensive Im.owleclge of his 

times one can deducerbhe source of his allusions .. " , This 

does not mean in fact that one thereby arrives at the, (meaning 

of his work, which presents a further problem. Identification 
) '. 

of sources and allusions does not ne'cei:1sarily shed light upon 

· a work, an.d one could argue that our understanding ef~ say, 

Crome Yellow is quite independent .of biographical knovlledge .of 

the cast ]list. For Huxley represents the other extreme .of 

the centinuum frem privatised. to accessible writing. Given 

certain qualifications, his work is perfectly open in bmth 

style and content. The qualifications are important, 8..nd 

concern the reader's knowledge and intellectual background. 

A Huxley . novel, like an Eliot poem, will often take as given 

a standard of literateness ~ a common cultural tradition between 

writer and readp.r - as the basis of communication. Hence 
/' 

· allusions are made te artistic, religious and philosophical 

matters, in the confidence that the reader will fully underst~n~ •. 

This does not censtitute 'privatisation' as properly defined, 

but is rather a ferm of cultural elitism whfch has since become 

increasingly open to <?ri tic:i3m • . 

Huxley's style is at first glance open and accessible, 

'and presents no difficulties of comprehension. The passage 

opening Chapter Twenty-Four of Crome Yellow is a typical 

example. lilt was noon. Denis, descending from his chamber, 

where he had been making an unsuccessful effort te write 

· semething abeut nothing in "particular, feund the drawing-room 
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deserted. He was about to go out into the garden when his 

eye fell on a famili0r but mysterious object - the large red 

notebook in which he had so often seen Jenny quietly an("1; 

busily scribbling. She had left it lying on the window-seat. 

The temptation was great. He picked up the book and slipped 

off the elastic b2.nd that kept it discre.etly closed. 11 (11) 
/" 

This rather bland narrative style is typical of Huxley's novels, 

and he shared it with many other writers, it being the tradi'" 

tional style of the novel in England. Forster's Howarth: End 

makes a reasonable comparison, as in the following passage:-

. 1t,They spent their honeymoon ne.ar Innsbruck. Henry knew of a 

reliable hotel there, and- I'i~2"rgaret hoped for a meeting with 

her sister. In this she was disappointed. As they caIne 
~ 

south, Helen retreated over the Brenner, and wrote an unsatis-

factory postcard from the shores of the Lake of. Garda,'saying 
/" 

. that her plans were uncertain and had b~tter be ignored. 

Evidently she disliked meeting Henry." ("1 It) 

The point I am making here is a simple one. Huxley and 

other non-modernist writers of the period) wrote in an open 
. . 

narrative style in which the external world was unproblematic~:dl: 

recreated. Huxley, a more confident mystic than Virginia Woolf 

,could ever be, also presented his philosophical and m$ystical 

ideas with clarity and coherence. Anthony Beavis, for example, 

engqges in a soliloquy at the close of Eyeless in G8.za which 

reads as a very clear statement of Huxley's ~osition:- ~The 

point is that, even with the best will in the world, the 

separate, evil universe of a person or a physical pattern C O]1. 
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never unite itself comptetely VIi th other lives mid beings, 

o~the totality of life and being. Even for the highest 
(' 

goo,dness the struggle is without end; for never in the nature 

of pre:'c!ent things can the shut become the wholly open; goodness 

. can never free itself completely from evil.lI(;fS) Virginia 

Woolf could never have written in this manner, taking for 

granteo the existence of material objects and the existence of 

plausible arguments on subJects such as unity and separation. 

For her the material and the rational world were open to doubt, 
" and this ooubt is inevitably reflected in her langtlage. 

Hence in distinction to the prose of non-modernist writers 

such as Huxley and Forster, her prose is in itself more 

privatised and less inunediately accessible to ·the reader. 

The following passage in To the Lighthouse is attributed to 

the painter Lily. IiBut what a face, she thought, immediately 
'1 

finding the .sympairhy which she had not been asked to give 

~roubling her for expression. What had made it like that? 

Thinking, nirht after night, she supposed - about the reality 

-. of k~ tchen tables, she added remembering the symbol which in 

her vaguene.ss as to what l'.Ir Ramsay did think about Andrew had 

given her. (He had been killed by the splinter of a shell 

instantly, she bethought her.) The kitchen table wa.ssome- · 
I 

thing visionary, austere; something bare, hard, not ornamental. 
( 

... There was no colour to it; it was all edges and angles; it was 

uncompromisingly plain. But ;jir Ramsay kept always his eyes 

fixed upon it, never allowed himself to be distract~d o~ 

deluded, until his face became ~ and ascetic and partook 
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of ' this/l}llrnamented beauty which s.o deeply impressed lier." (7-6) 
) 

Several p.oints may be n.ote(l c.oncerning this typical passage 

fr.om a W.o.olf n.ovel. It makes little sense lifted out .of 

context as I have (t.one, and its meaning rests with the remainder 

9f the b.o.ok. The kitchen table, intr.oduced earlier in the 

w.ork as the symb.ol fer the type .of phil.os.ophy in which l\~r Ramsay 

is engaged, has assumed mere external c.onvincingness than m.ost 
c., 

other objects in- a W.o.olf nevel, despite its .only being a meta-

ph.or. I.Ir Ramsay's relati.onship t.o it is als.o clearly meta-
\ . 

ph.orical, and inc1icates simply that he \"las unremittingly c.onsc-
'-

ienti.ous in a~plying him~elf t.o his academic w.ork. In this 

passage we fina., I w.ould want t.o argue, a typical exa.mple .of 

the privatisati.on .of style and meaning found in Virginia W.oolf's 

writing. The pr.ose is net narticular~y .obscure, n.or is it 

clear.. It operates .on a metaph.orical, allusory level, and 

takes for granted that the reader will have carefully n.ote(l 

the significance of meanings established at an earlier stage in 

. the b.ook. There is, then, a slight barrier- t.o .our understanding 
/ 

_. of the w.ords .of which the passage is c.omposed,. and this barrier 

m,ightlegi tmately be regard~d as privatisation .of style. Th2.t 

this is acc.ounted fer by the auth.orwanting, in this particular 

case, t.o c.onvey the sense of individual reIlecti.on in the mino., 

'd.oes not affect the consequences of the decisi.on ~11 th.ough it 

( .may clarify her m.otives fer using this .oblique style. 

C.oncurrBnt 1,'1i th this pri vatisation .of the language' used, 

there is a more pr.ofound ~rivatisation .operating at a deeper 

level .of meaning. For this passage is packed with powerful 
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allusions just as tightly 2. S is The Wa ste Land or ParaCl ise 

Lost - with the difference,noted earlier, that these la-tter , j 

cases allude mainly to cultural tradition rather than to more 

personal views on the author's part. For in Virginia Woolf's 

case the allusions are largely to sources to which we gain 

access via an understanding of the author's world view. This 

point can be made more clear by looking in more detail Cl. t the 
' . 

passage quoted. _ First we may note the reference to the 

/ . . 'sympathy' Lily is being asked . to give, which refers of cours e 

to Mr Ramsay's demands f9r .sympathy, now attached to Lily since 
'-

Mrs Ramsay is dead. - Since at the partic1fc\}r moment to which. 

this passage relates Lily is ~ being asked for sympathy, 

she fi~ds it within herself. What Virginia Woolf objects to 

is that women are coerced into playil).g a sympathetic role, 

whatfl:ver their 0\'\71 fe f: lings at the time. Lily's passing thou[rht 

is. a reflection of . this. situation. 1\lr Ramsay thought (night 

after night)· constantly about the nature of reality, and this 

endurance is distinguished from the interrupted nature of Mrs 

Ramsay's day, descTibed earlier in the book. Ers Ramsay 
r 

comments that her husbaL'ld v.,ras "Less exposed to/human worries ••• 

He had always his work to fall back on." (11-) . In this also 

Mr Ramsay is at an advantage he can easily withdraw from 

dom3stic situations into the peace of his study, further to 
I 

gaze at the metaphorical kitchen ta-ble.· Lest we fail to see 

'- . the allusions to the patriarchal system, in which women are 

responsible for domestic matters and :nen engage i .n serious 

philosphy, there is an emphatic aside drawing attention to 

Andrew's death in the war. Killed by a shell, although it is 
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clear that he too might have had an academic career (1-3), had 
, -. 

he lived. This however is the consequence of the social ) 

system, as outlined in Three Guineas. 

Lily recognises that the gulf betY,'een intellectual 8:r'ld 

'artist can be bridged. The·table is invested with visionary 

qualities, in the same way as Lily herself is a -visionary 

painter. Mr Ramsay, like the metaphorical table, has an 

unnrnamented beauty-which impresses her. 11ily respects tir 

Ramsay's "vork, as she demands that .her ovm be respected, and 

establis~·:.es a relationship 6f equals between art and nhilos-
; 

o:phy. In this she expresses Virginia Yioolf's sense of bal8.nce 

between the imaginative and the intellectual. In these small 

details we may read. a great deal of Virginia Woolf I s philosophy 

of life and literat~re. Of course on a:literal plane the 

passage is perfectly comprehensible without them; nevertheless 

~hey add a rJcher dimension to it than existed before. It is ' 

in this sense that one can argue that Virginia Woolf's style 

and meaning are to a degree privatised. It may be that a 

'-, pain~takilfgly analY';Jical scrutiny of the novels would enable ' 

one to pie~e together what lies behind the author's various 

I 

statements. Whether or not that may be the case (possibly 
, . , . ' . 

. Leaska' s method approxim;i.tes what would be necessHry) 
) 

it certainly remains tr1J5l that a q,o\vledge of the author's 

~ life and opinions adds substantially to our understanding of 

the texts. 
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I began Part II by pointing out that although in many fundarnent a 

ways Virginia Woolf should be classified as a 'modernist' writer 

there were particular features of her work that militated 

against such a definition. In the preceding section, I have 

described the private codes of meaning in her novels, in 

order to expose their importance to the reader's understanding 

of her work. Such private meaning ill_ust necessarily detract 
( 

f'rom the claim that Virginia Woolf can be treated as a modernist 

in Lukacsian terms, and the element of mysticism introdu.ces 

· yet· more qualifications. Notwithstanding these two elements 
, . 

" to recapitulate the argument of p1/6[f ), there is in. her 

novels a very strong rejection of the. traditional sources 

of' meaning to life, and this is possibly sufficient to 
\ . 

identify her as a modernist writer. In the second definition 

of' .modernism discussed - Currie's view that it is romantic 

· arrogance in a mood of pessimism - the two elements of 

privatisation and mysticism do not detract from Virginia 

Woolf's claim. to be considered for inclusion in the category. 

Private codes, and indeed deliberate obscurity, are culy too 
-' 

clearly part of the work of Kierkegaard and the other writers 

'in Currie's analysis. The romanticism in Virginia Woolf's work 

· makes her readily understandable in terms ,of this tradition 
\ 

of writers subscribing to the 'ideology of genius'. 

In the following section . I shall analyse the romanticism and 

··mysticism in Virginia Woolf's work, to try and assess the 
, 

· extent to which she did present a 'solution' on this level to 

the worldly problems raised elsewhere in her writings. After . 
. this I shall' then be in a position to arrive at some conclusion~ 

- . 
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on the question of the relation of her work to modernism in 

the arts at this period. The value of such a C 011C 100 ion would 

be two-fold. Firs t, that in un.derstanding Virginia Viool! as a 

modernist writer - and in understandtng modernism._in literature 

as a reaction to modernisation in society - we are obliged to 

see this writer in a spectfic socia~ context and reject the all 

too frequent in,terpretat ion.s of lier work " resting on its 

supposed timeless ary-for-art' s-sake qualities. Secorrlly, by 

clarifying the position of Virginia Woolf it might be possible 

to arrive at more general, if tentative 1 conclusions about a 

problem that has been widely ignored - that of modernism as 

a whole in England. This neglect has largely arisen from the 

f'act that most sociologists of literature who have considered 

modernism have, being themselves Europeans, failed to take into 

account the specific factors which affect the English case. 

Few readers ~f Virginia Woolf's books will deny that there is 

a perceptible tinge of romanticism in them. ~ , When Lytton 

Strachey commented on this to her in relation to Jacob's 

Room she replied "Of course you put your infallible 

fingerUPQI1 the spot ~ r"omanticism. H~,v do I catch it ? iTot 

from my father. I thinK it must have been my Great Aunts. But 

some of it, I think, comes from the effort of breaking with 
I 

comple t e representation. 1J..:le f.J,.ies into the air. ' Next tiDe, 

I mean to stick closer to facts." (1). She did not keep to" 

this ~esolution ~owever, and the idealis ed bio3raphy Orl ~ ~d o 

can only be seen as a romantic extravaganza. Indeed 

Viotoria (Vita) SacK-ville v,est avoids e~dorsing the co~mo~ly 
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eX:p1l?ssed view that Virginia Woolf was a romantic snob, in 

saying a propos of this book that "Such things as old families 

and great ·houses held a sort of Proustian fascination for her. 

••• She was at heart a born romantic." (2) Such romanticism 

was maintained in spite of the knowledge that such old famili es 

embodied all those aspects ·ofthe patriarchal system which she 

found most repugnant. This is an indication of the 

contradictions · in Virginia Woolf's thought, and serves as a 

useful introduction to the question of the juxtaposed mysticism 

and rationalism in her work. 

What is meant by 'mysticism' ? It is usually defined as the 

belief in spiritual apprehension of truths beyond the 

understanding (see for example the Concise Oxford Dictionary, 

which also gives under spirit "intelligent or imm.aterial 

part of man ••• person of commanding intellect &c ••• person's 

.mental or moral nature •.. ") I sha1'l now attempt to describe 

those aspects·' of Virginia ivoolf's work where such non-rational 

apprehension is either expressed or implied. Before doj_ng so 

it is worth pointing out that the mental structures to emer6e 

bear a striking resemb-lance to the set of attitudes and 
) 

beliefs categol'ised in weber's sociology of religion as 'inner 

worldly mysticism.' This point will be discussed later. 

Certain features of Virginia Woolf's work, al~hough not in 

themselves myst ical, can be seen as rev"aline; the kind cf 

preoccupations that lead towafds my~ticism. The first that I 

wish to consider is the question of solitariness, and the rival 
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claims of sDlitude and society in this author's thinking. Her 

awareness of the shortcomings of personal relationships has been 

explored earlier. If we look again at the relationship considere 

in To the Lighthouse , we see that part of 1tts Ramsay's 

problem is the difficulty of maintaining her solitude in the 

face of the continual demands from her husband and family. A 
. . 

typical scene presents the Ramsays walking together .•• " here 

he became uncomfortable, as if he were breaking into that 

solit.ude) that aloofness, that remoteness of hers ••• But she 

pressed hi.m. What had he wanted to tell her, she asked ••• He 

,did not like to see her look so sad, he . said. Only wool gatherin 

she protested, . flushing a little .•. Had she known that he was 

. looking at her, she thought, she would not have let herself 

sit there, thinking • ••• Well, if he could not share her 

thoughts, Mr Ramsay said to himself, he would be off, then, 

on his own • ••• He said aloud he thought he Vlould be off for 

a day's walk if the weather held. He had had about enough of 
of . 

Bankes andACar~ichael. He would like a little solitude. Yes, 

sh·e said. It annoyed him that she did not protest. She knew 

that he would never do it." (3) The point in this passage is 

really that I.'II' RaIDsay has all the solitude , he wants, since 

he is free to work in his study at his 'important' philosophy, 

but he resents any signs that his wife is sufficien tly self-

contained not to need his constant protection. It has been 

observed before that this problem of compDomisins the desire 

- fol.' freedom and solitude with the demands of social life is 

-particularly acute for vwmen ( If), and it is true thati t is 

theJwomen characters in the novels who ral"Ei"e it 'most acutely -



Mrs Ramsay, Katherine Hilberry, and Mrs Dalloway. 

There is plenty of eVidence that Virgi~ia Woolf found this as 

a real problem in her own life,and particularly so after she 

became famous and in demand. In her diary she constantly refers 

to the necessity for cutting down on social engagements, ' 

getting away from London~ or concentrating all possible visits 

into as small a space of time as possible, in order to get on 

with her writing. Also she m~intained that her long solitary 
L. 

walks were productive, and that her periods of illness often 

proved to have · been critical in building up creative reserves 

for her next book. (5) An emphasis on the value of 
> 

solitude is a common feature of romanticism - exemplified by 

Wordsworth's view that solitude was the source of visionary powe 

and it is clear from the following quotation that Virginia 

\Voolf smv it as being related to mysticism also: - "I wished 

to add some remarks to this, on the mystical side of this 

solitude; ho~ it isnnt oneself but something in the universe 

that one's left with • ••• Life is, soberly and accur&tely, 

the oddes t affair; has in it the essence of reaiity. It (b) 

The preoccupation with solitude is accompanied by an even 

greater c'oncern with an at her romantic theme - tha t of death. 

The Voyage Out introduces aroitrary, premature death in a 

very forceful manner, and the pattern is repeated in Jacob's 

"Room . " li::rs Dallo'Nay and To the Li ~hthouse 
-----~----. ,. . . 

Virginia Woolf remarked of one book that it was to include, 

allons other things, "all the us u.al things'r tr'y to put in -
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life ,death, etc. 1I (7-.') It is clear from her diary that death 

was never out of her mind for any length of time (although 

diaries tend ~o become associate~ in the minds of their keepers 

with particular states of mind, and are not necessarily 

representative, as she noted in it herself). There are 

errlless comments on the imminence or otherwise of 'her own' 

death, and she cannot move house without speculation as to 

whather she will die in the new one. This is no mere morbid 

egocentricity, but a fundamental interest in life and death, 

and it is noticeable that the most reflective and profound entri e 

in her diary are often those occasioned by the deaths of friends 

or other writer~. 

The intellectual nature of this preoccupation with death can 

be demonstrated by quoting a passage where Virginia Woolf uses 

her specific skills as a writer to describe the experience in 

very objective words. This objectivity is maintained in spite 

of real danger from German bombing at the time:- "Should I 

think of death ? Last night a great heavy plunge of bomb under 

the window .•. A plane had passed dropping this fruit ••• I 

said to L.: I don't want to die yet. The c,hances are against 

it. But they're aiming at the railway and the power works. 

They get closer every time ••• Oh I try to imagine hON one's 

k~lled by a bomb. I've got it fairly vivid - the sensation: 
roHowing 

but can't see anything but suffocating nonentitYJ\after. I shall 

think - oh I wanted another 10 years - not this - and shan't, 

for once, be able to describe ~to It' - I mean death; no, the 

scrunching and scrambling, tIle crushing of 'my bone shade in on 



my very active eye and brain:, the process of putting Ollt the 

light - painful? Yes. Terrifying? I suppose so. Then a swoon; 

a dra'iu; two or- three glIlps attempting consciousness - and 
11 

then dot -dot dot. C8) 

I have quoted this passage at length because it illustrates that 

Virginia Woolf's apparently rather mo~bid preoccupation with 

death was to her an important intellectual rather than 

emotional issue. Her main concern was to penetrate the 

nature of reality, and it is impossible , to consider the question 

of reality without constantly encountering the issue of life 

and death. QlIentin Bell's biography of Virginia Woolf brings 

out the unusually high incidence of premature or traumatic deatb 

among her immedlate family during her early life. There is 

no doubt that her work was greatly influenced by these 

experiences, and indeed, she makes the connection herself in 

following her account of the conclusion of The Waves (the 

death soliloquy) with her desire to write her dead brother's 

name on the first page. It is clear that exposure to death at 

an early age would lead to the kind of preoccupation with the 

subject that we find ill Virginia Woolf, but this is far 

removed from the me 1 odramat ic interpr'etations sometime s put 

forward. Alvarez, for example, argues that Virginia 

Woolf's artistic abilities were the cause of her death - that 

she d~owned, "a victim of her own sensitivity". (.1.). The 

circumstances of her death have fostered the impression, 

culti vated by some critics, : " that , Virginia Woolf was a 

tragically gifted Ophelia whose pathological morbidity brought 
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about the inevitable. Such a view not only denies the importancE 

of the other factors contributing to her death, but also 

ignores the fact that at the time of her death she vias a 

successful and respected woman of nearly 60 years of age who 

declared herself that " ••• my happiness isn't blind. That is 

·the achievement, I w,as thinking between 3 and 4 this morning, 

of my 55 years. I lay awake so c~lm, so content, as if I'd 

stepped off the whi~ling world into a deep blue quiet space 

and there op~n-eyed existed ~ beyond harm ••• " CI (j) 

An intense awareness of death is undoubte,dly associated with 

a romantic approach to the world, but in this case it may be 

seen as a feature tending towards a kind of mysticism. This 

is because of the intrusion into her work of certain hints that 

some notion of , immortality exists in her consciousness. 

Virginia Woolf would certainly have denied that in any 

rational sense she believed in immortality or any form whatever 

of life afte£ death. Nevertheless there are indications in 

her books that she could not totally banish from her mind 

some suspicion of immortality through a mediating factor 

which actually would c·ohtinue to exist after the individual 

had died. This type of as it were 'second order' immortality 

might be aSsociated with a particular place, such as in Orlando 

where she writes:- !'She, who believed in no immortality, 

could not help feeling that her soul " Nould come and go for 

ever with the reds on the panels and the greens on the sofa ••• 

The heart still beat} she though~ ••• the frail 

indomitable heart of an immense , building. '1t - · (, f.) 



Similarly in Mrs Dallowal we. find that " ••• the unseen 

part of us, which spreads wide;' the unseen might survive, be 

recovered somehow attached to this person or that, or even 

haunting certain places after death." (l2) Passages such as 

these raise not only Virginia Woolf's concept of personality 

(which I shall be discussing "later), but also her attitude 

towards historic places. 

V Sackville w~st suggests that one of the reasons for Virginia 

Woolf's attachment to such old buildings was that " ••• they 

satisfied her acute sense of the continuity of history, English 

hiJDry in particular." (/3) This I think is an understatement 

of the case, for these perceptions were reverential as well 

as being acute. The accounts in her diary describing visits 

"to the birthplaces of Montaigne and Shakespeare are surprising 

and amusing, for they reveal Virginia Woolf as an extremely 

guileless tourist who laps up the spirit of the earlier writer 

with a touching innocence of the florid embellishments added 

to the story by an imaginative guide. Her attitude is not so 

much one of an interested hist orian, 6$ that of a religious 

person ~ ishing to visi~ a place where peo~le have prayed for 

centuries - and so choosln9 the spiritual romance of lona 

rather than the architectural interest of " Liverpool. 

I do not wish to Qverstress What - is admittedly a slight 

tendency in this author's thinking, but the suspicion of 

subconscious leanings towards ~ven very mild notions of 

immortality does add to our- und8JStanding of her interest in 
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death. Leonard Woolf related these leanings directly to her 

work in saying "I could never quite understand Virginia's 

feeling about her books and their reputation in the World. 

She seemed to feel their fate to be almost physically and 

mentally part of her fate ..• I suspect that Virginia, though 

-she did nob believe in life after death, . did believe in her 
not:-

life after death in The Wave s, andA mere ly in the life of 

The Waves after her dea.th." Cll.jJ, It _ is worth noting that here 

it is again a type of second order immortality that is 

suggested, through the mediation of her books this time. 

The third area that I want to discuss) in acclimatising my 

reader to the relevance of 'mysticism" to Virginia Woolf's 

work, is that of religious language .• One would not expect a 

hard bitten rationalist to pepper her writing with words 

such as "faithl1, "soul" and "spirit", yet these occur 

constantly in Virginia Woolf's work. Not only do they occur in 

the novels, a-s already quoted from Mrs Dallowa1 and Orlando, 

they are used unselfconsciously in the critical writings. 

Taking the essay Modern Fiction, -, " we find Virginia WooLf 

criticising Wells, Galsworthy and Bennett in the following 
) 

terms:- "'.0 these three writers are materialists. It is 

because they are concerned not with the spirit but with the -

body that they have disappointed us, and left us with the 

feeling that the sooner ~nglish fiction turns its back 

upon them, as politely as may be, and marches, if only into 

the deC3rt, the better for its soul ..• " Asking herself what do 

Bellnett's characters live for, she says, Ii-More and more they 
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seem to us ... to spend their time in some softly padded first 

class railway carriage .•. and the destiny to which they travel 
, . 

so luxuriously bec omes more and more unquestionably 'an eterni tJ 

of bliss spent in the very best hotel in Brighton.'" CIS) 

The point is made even more forcibly later on in the essay 

when she introduces Russian writing as a contrast with this 

English materialism. The use of specifically religio.us languagE 

t k d "-if . k ft· ~. becomes ye more mar e. we are SlC ' 0 our own ma -erla.U':S[; 

the least considerable of their novelists has ~y right of 

birth a natural reverence for the ' human spirit ••• In every 

great Russian writer we seem to discern the features of a 

saint~ if sympathy for the sufferings of others, love towards 

them., endeavour to reach some goal worthy of the most exacting 

dema~dsof the spirit constitute saintliness. It is the saint 

in them which confounds us with a feeling of our own 

irreligious triviality, and turns so many of our famous novels 

to tinsel and' trickery." (16) 

In another essay, on contemporary writing, Virginia Woolf 

uses the religious concept of belief., meaning faith or 

conviction, to explairr the problems of modern writers. Great 

writers of the past have been certain in their judgements of 

what is right and wrong, and of how man stands in relation to 

the universe. ~uch certainty has gone with the passing of 

traditional society, and "ce,rtainty of that kind is the 

condition which makes it possible to write." Thus ' ''our 

contemporaries afflict us because they have ceased to believe. 

The' most sincere of them will only tell us what it is that 
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" happens to himself ••• They cannot generalise. II It is in this 

context that Virginia Woolf raises the problem of personality. 

She says liTo believe that your impressions hold good for other 

is t ,o be released from the cramp and confinement of 

p~rsonality. It is to be free .•• 11 (/?) Is this not a ~ecular 

equivalent to the religious notion that bondage to faith 

brings the individual perfect freedom? 
\ I 

Virginia Woolf's 

use of religious vocabulary is not fortuitous, but reveals an 

underlying interest in the more mystical of the religious 

thought processes. It is interesting to note that she herself 

compared her work with that of th~ religious metaphysical poet, 

Donne. (f8) 

The question of Virginia Woolf's attitude towards personality 

is a very complex one. Critics have commented on the 

disintegration of personality in her novels, and as Lukacs 

points out, we can identify this phenomenon as symptomatic 

of modernism. Auerb~ch is surely correct in his interpretation 

of . . Virginia Woolf, wp.en he says II At the time of the first Worl 

.War and after - in a Europe unsure of itself, overflowing with 

unsettled ideologies and,ways of life, an~ pregnant with 

disaster - certain writers distinguished by instinct and 

insight find a method which dissolves reality into multiple 

and multivalent reflections of consciousness. That this 

method should have been developed at this time is not hard to 

understand." ~/q) Personality in Virginia Woolf's novels is 

disintegrated into the presentation of the momentary consciousn 

of the separate characters. There are two ways of looking at th 
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and the distinction throws some light on the problem I am 

considering - the relationship between the modernism and 

the mysticism in Virginia Woolf's work. The first concerns 

the multiple selves of one individual; the second the 

relationship between the selves of different individuals. 

As an example of the first we may take the character Orlando, 
l,.. 

of whom the author says, H ••• how many different people are 

there not - Heaven help us '- all having lodgement at one time 

or another in the human spirit? ••• these selves of which we 

are built up, one on top of another ••• - have attachmats else

where, sympathies, little constitutions and rights of their ' 

own. " She: continues" (Orlando) had a great variety of selves 

to. call upo~, far more than we have be en able to find ro om for, 

since a biography is considered complete if it merely accounts 

for six or seven selves •.• " It is clear that this is no 

mere whimsy but an at least semi serious attempt at 

psychology, for she goes on to talk about "the conscious 

self ••• ThiS is what some people call the true self, and it 

_,is, they say, compact of all the selves we have it in us to 
-

be; commanded and locked up by the Captain self, the Key 

self, which amalgamates and controls them all." 

The case of Orlando is extreme, and I have suggested earlier 

that it is lavishly romantic. Nevertheless it is extreme rathel 

than aberrant, and shows more clearly many features which may 

also be observed in the other novels. A constant personality 

(or 'character' in the traditional novel) is broken down into 

its' constituents of different selves and consciousnesses. This 



" is also found in say Mrs DallowBY or Mrs Ramsay. The specific 

factors associated with the definition of personality are 

also questioned. I have already discllssed the factor of sexual 

identity, and pointed out Virginia Woolf's reluctance to 

accept ;the traditional boundaries of male and female identity. 

An individual's age is used just- as much as their sex to draw 

such personality boundaries, and again it is called into 

question. "The true length of a person's life, whatever the 

Dictionary of National Biography may say, is always a matter 

of diEiPute." In this respect, as in many others, Virginia 

Woolf reveals herself to be a modernist in the strict Lukacsiru 

sense - demonst~ating the Bergsonian concept of subjective 

time ~ It is worth noting tnat sile connects this directly with 

the arts, as we mignt expect from OL~ knowledbe of her 

philosophy of literature. The sentence quoted is immediat'ely 

followed by "For it is a difficult business - this timekeeping 

nothing more quickly disorders it th~n contact with any Qf 
-

the arts." (20) 

The second aspect of Virginia Woolf's view of personality 

is more mystical. It is the attempt to relate entities which 

would normally be considered as completely separate 
) 

personalities. Mrs Ramsay's presence is felt by Lily Briscoe 

long after the former has s upPos'ed 1y died, and there is an 

implied relation between Mrs Dalloway and Septimus Warren 

.smith in spite of the fact that they have never met. The 

uitimat.e statement of this is found in The Waves , in 

Bernard's final soliloquy where he 'says "We exist not only 

separately but in undifferentiated blobs 'cif matter. With one 



scoop a whole brakeful of boys is swept up and goes cricket ~ ing 
'- ~ 

footballing. An army marches across Europe. We assemble in park 

and halls and sedulously oppose any renegade (Neville, Louis, 

Rhoda) who set up a separate existence. 1I (21), The relationship 

of. th$ six m~in characters of the book is made even clearer 

when he says "Our friends, how seldom visited, how little 

known - it is true '; and yet, when I meet an unknon pers on, and 

try to break off, here at this table, what I call limy life", it 

is not one life that I look back upon; I am not one person; I 

am many people; I do not altogether know ' who I am - Jinny, 

Susan, Neville , Rhoda or Louis; or how to distinguish my life 

from theirs. 11 (2. z.) 

The refusal to delineate the boundaries of personality has 

engendered the notion that Virginia Woolf is above all 

concerned with IIflux" - a key concept in Woolf criticism in 

recent years. ' .' For example 'Daiches concludes his book on 

Virginia Woolf with the following:- "Her novels are full of 

imc:ges of flowing water and other symbolS' of the flux of life. 

,adding that in her death " .•• she united herself with the flux 

of experience by dis?-ppearing into the flqwing waters of an 

English river" (23) - an interpretation which is roman tic to 

a degree. 

It is clear however that the concept of personality in the 

novels is a complex one. The two aspects ~ have considered 

(the lluitiple selves of one individual, and the relations 

between the selves of different individuals) do I think 

throw some light on ' the question of mysticism. The first 



aspect is clearly not mystical, but melely shows that Virginia 

Woolf was sensitive to the shifts in artistic and intellectual 

consciousness experienced:: by many Europeans before, during and 

after the 1914-18 War. , In the definition giv~n in 

Lukacs' classic essay The Ideology of Modernism, we could 

surely cite Virginia Woolf as an example. (liThe dissolution 

of personality ..• is elevated to a deliber~e principle in 

the light of consciousness. 11) ("i.ft.) This view of personality, 

leading as it does to a theory of self and role such as that 

formulated by GH Mead, " has sufficient credence now for it 

to be accepted as a serious (if controversial) psychological 

speCUlation. So far then, this ~iew of persond.lity could be 

termed 'modernist'rather than 'mystical'. I shall try to 

argue however that Virginia Woolf's handling of this theme 

sometimes takes ona ,l!D.ystical character, and that her treatment 

of the second theme (non-rationally apprehended relations bet'ilE 

different individuals) is consi~tently mystical. 

It is worth quoting a passage from The Waves at some length. 

The second theme is here raised first, setting an atmosphere 

of non-worldliness in which to introduce the first. The , 

relation between Bernard and .I.~eville is made emphatic, with 

the image of an actual line, or filament holding them t06ether. 

The multiplicity of Bernard's selves is stressed, and the 

language is deliberately associated with religion and magico 

(relevant words are here unde.clined). The concluding phrase 

is there to ensure that the reader takes in the signjficance 

of 'this apparently unreal world in which Bernard is thinking. 



This endingo recalls Mrs Dalloway's "did religion solve that, O 

or love ?" (ZS) - and the answer is unequivocally negc:.ltive. 

Love does not solve it here, and although re ligious language is 

employed, this is only to get the reader to the required spirit 

plane rather than to endorse the substance of 'such vocabulary. 

"' How strange to feel the line that is spun from us lengthenin 

its fine filament across the . mistz spaces of the intervening 

world. He is gone; I stand here, holding his poem. Between 
r 

us is · this line. But now, how comf~able, how reassu~~ng to 

feel that alien presence removed, that scrutiny: darkened and 

hooded over! How grateful to draw the blinds, and admit no 

other presence; to feel returning from the dark corners 

in which they took refuge, those shabby inmates, those 

familiars, whom, with his superior force, he drove into 

hiding. The mocking, the observant spirits who, even in the 

crisis and stab of the moment, watched on my behalf, now come 

flocking home again. With their addition I am Bernard; I am 

Byron; I am this, that and the other. They darken the air and 

e~~ch me as of old, with their antics, their commen~, and 

ocloud the fine simplicity of my moment with emotion. For I am 

0" 

I 

more selves than Neville thinks. we are not as simple as our 

friends would have us to meet their needs. Yet love is simple." 

(~') 

I have been looking so far at some features in Virginia Woolf's 

work which at the very least indicate tendencies towards a myst 

style of thought, if not mysticism itself. So far I have 

considered °the romantic preoccupations of solitude and death, 
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the use of religious language, and then the disintegration of 

the traditiorial concept of personality in relati6n to age, sex 

and place. There is one more point to be made before going on 

to consider those element~ in her work that may definitely be 

described as mystical. It concerns the status of literature 

-and the aspirations of the writer. In the preceding section, 

I discussed the possibility, ad\Vanced in the novels, that. art 

provided a solution to the problems presented by the world. In 

practice, Virglnia Woolf tends to restrict this power to 

writers, as in the following passage from ~he Waves where 

Bernard says "We sit in. the Italian room at the Natio"nal 

Gallery picking up fragments. I doubt that Titian ever felt 

this rat gnaw. Painters live lives of methodical absorption, 

adding st,roke to stroke. They are not like poets - sea pegoats ; , 

they are not chained to the rock. Hence the silence, the 

sublimity." (2-1-) We can assume ,this passage to be at least in 

, part autobiO~rQphical - many of Bernard's remarks are - since 

it bears such a striking similarity to a passage in Virgin'ia 

Woolf's diary. (28) At another point, Bernard thinks !I 'The 

,.fact is that I have little aptitude for reflection. I require 

the concrete in everything. It is so only that I lay hands 

upon the world. A good phrase, however, seems to me to have 

an independent existence!'" (2~) This remark can be taken on 

two levels - the literal or the metaphorical • . 

It is the metaphorical meaning that is the relevant one here. 

Phrases have an independent existence in so far as literature 

itself can be independent from the world. This independence 
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is difficult to prove, but Virginia Woolf s eems to accept that 

her writing has autonomy. Even in a highly self-critical mood 

she does not relinquish this autonomy:- "Have I the power 

of conveying the true reality ? Or do I vJri te essays cbout · 

my~elf ? Answer these quest ions as I may, in the uncomplimentar. 

sense, and still there remains this excitement. To get to 

the bones, now I'm writing fiction again I feel my force glow 

straight from me at its fullest." (30) Virginia Vvoblf took her 

work very seriously indeed~ to a degree that may be difficult 

to imagine~ This was because sne saw literature in this 

reverential light, as something apart from everyday writing . 

eLi terat ure with the prover bial capital L in fact). We can 

get an idea of this by comparing her public writing - her 

Literature - with her private writing. Her private writing is 

fluent, witty, observant, and above all confident - showing 

that the writer is in her natural element. Her letters show 

this very clearly, being interesting, well paced and 

articulate. Roger Fry alluded to their high quality in saying 

that he was always very diffident about writing to her 

because he hoped for a letter back, which was rather like 

Sargent offering to swap a sketch with a ~elasquez. (31) 

The change from this private writing, which came so readily, 

to public or "Literary" writing is most dramatic. There is an 

interesting passage in her diary where she breaks off the entry 

to rehearse the introduction to one of the chapters of her 

book on Fry. The appearance of the manuscript changes instantly ~ 

becoming covered in crossings out, the text" becoming increasing] 



illegible. This is true in general as a distinction l:B tween 

the two types of her writ. ing - the diary is written .fast and 

fluently, whereas the novels are tortuously corrected. The 

attempt to write ."properly" in the dairy is something of a 

disaster, and she is disoriented by it, saying "No, I cannot 

reel it off at all. How queer the change is from privete writing 

to publfc writing. And how exhausting. My little fund of gossip 

and coinment is dried up. What was I going to say?" (~2.) 

This dramatic difference between private and public writing only 

occurs because Virginia Woolf put such a high expectation on 

the latter. She believed that the pllrpose of public w_riting 

was to communicate, _' and that this required a supreme 

effort of a writer, in that a framework for communication 

had to be established. The writer needs the conviction that 

- his or her impressions hold good for others. We can observe 

this aspiration in her account of Emily Brontets Wuthering 

Heights, of which she said "(Emily Bronte) looked out upon a 

world cleft into gigantic disorder and felt within her the 

power to unite it in a book. That gigantic ambition is to be 

felt th.roughout the nove 1 - a struggle, half th'vVarted but of 
J 

superb conviction, t6 say something through the mouths of her 

characters which is not mere ly 'I Love' or ' I hate', but; I V-ie , 

the whole human race' and 'you, the ~te~nal powers .~ •• ' the 

sentence remains unfinished. It is not strange that it should 

be so; rather it is astoni~hing that she can make us feal what 

she had it in her to say at all." (33) 

The powers of an individual writer would have to be on a very 



grand scale to rise to the high level upon which Virginia 

Woolf sets literature. Consequently~ it is no surprise to find 

that she waS continually absorbed in the analysis of her own 

thought, and in tbe mechanics of routine and creative thought 

in general. , Neither is it surprising to find that this 

'transcendent' view of art carries with it .in literal terms 

as well as in the terms us ed by Currie, an II ideology of genius" 

Virginia Woolf herself shrinks fr6m the word in general, but 

claims far her "genius" were made on her behalf • Leonard Woolf 

thought that this term waS appropriate in ". her case 11 because 

the mental processes seem to be fundamentally different from 

those of ordinary or normal people and indeed from the normal 

mental processes of these abnormal persons." (1. e. genii) In 

practice, he says, this was observable in conversation when 

occasionally "the waters of creativ.eness and imagination welle( 

. up and, almost undirected carried her and her listen.ers- into 

another "~vorld •.. thoughts and images fountained up 

spontaneously", not directed and consciously controlled as they 

were ordinarily by her in conversation. II (3lr-) 

It is not hard to see hew the notion of genius is introduced 
, 

in the interpretat ion of passages liKe the following, where 

the pitch of creativity is clearly extremely high:- "I must 

record, heaven be praised, the end of The Waves. I wrote the 

words 0 Death fifteen minutes ago, having reeled across the 

last ten pages with some moments of such intensity and 

intoxication that I seemed only to stumble after IIiy own voice, 

or almost, after some sort of speaker (as "when I was mad.) II (3! 



It is not relevant here whether the epithet is justifi_ed or 

not, and indeed I find it hard to accept that any division 

between 'normal' and 'abnormal' mental processes exists at 

all. Certainly, it would seem pneferable to meet this case · by 

talking in terms of creative intensity rather theJl1 "genius", 

whatever this controversial term may mean. The significant poin 

here is that the term was used, and Virginia Woolf was aware 

of this, about this writer. This coupled with the 'trariscendent 

view of art already mentioned, must indicate that a claim is 

being mad.e for the apprehensi on of knowledge that is not 

available to the ordinary person. It is with this cl~m that 

. I think we can begin to talk of mysticism proper, rather than 

merely suggesting that such and such features of her work may 

be tending in that direction. I shall now try to describe those 

features of Virginia Woolf's work which can be unequivocally 

regarded as 'mystical~beginning with the paradox that her 

attitude towards the world is at one and the same time both 

fundamentally pessimistic and fundamentally optimist~ 

Pessimists and melancholics fi11d much to satisfy them in the 

novels of Virginia Woolf. In the following scene from The Years , 

it is impossib~e to miss the note of conviction in the author's 

tone. She is describing a woman at a dance, and the situation 

is used not only to arrive at the conclusion that other people 

can be meaningless to an individual, but also to present a 

generalised Vlel tschrntrz. ".Peggy, marooned when the dance st arted 

over by the bookcase, stood as close ,to it as she could. In ord 

to cover her loneliness, she took down a book . . . . •• 0 I can't 
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stand here admiring the binding,she thought. She opened it. 

He'll say what I'm thinking, she thought as she did so. Books 

opened at rand om always did. 

'La irl~diocrite' de l' uni vers m' {tonne et me r~vol te,' she read. 

That was it. Precisely. She read on. ' ••• la petitesse de 

/ 1\ , 1 f to~tes choses m'emplit de degout ••• She ited her eyes. 

They w~re treading on her toes. 
/ . A 

'La pauvrete des etres humail 

m'an~antit.' She shut the book and put it back on the shelf. 

Precisely, she said. 

She turned her watch on her wrist and looked at it surreptitiol 

Time was getting on. An. hour is sixty minutes, she said to 

herself; two hours are one hundred and twenty minutes. How 

many have I still to stay here ? Could she go yet ? She saw 

Eleanor beckoning. She put the book back on the shelf. She 

went towards them." (3b) 

I have already commented on Virginia Woolf's preoccupation 

with death, therefore it .is not surprising to find her using 

death as a means ~ expressing peSSimism and a sense of 
. . 

futility in life. All of her major novels - The Voyage Out, 

Jacob's Room, Mrs Dalloway, To the Lighthouse,and The Waves -
, 

entail at least one premature death, and often it is that of a 

main charact~r. Septimus Warren Smith, the victim of Mrs 

Dalloway, has a very depressing picture of human existence. 

He says "Once you fall human nature is on you ••• The 

rack and the thumbscrew are applied. Human nature is 

remorseless." In Mrs Dallowar t~ere is a link between 

Septimus's defea tist view of human nature--and his experiences 

in the 1914-1918 War. He is clearly one of the casualties 
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produced by the ideology of masculine patriotism, and in 

the following passage, a distinction is made between the 

official and the subjective accounts of his war experience, Till 

psychiatrist Bradshaw asks Septimus 

11 'You served with great distinction in the War ?' 

The patient repeated the word 'war' interrogatively. 

He was attaching meanings to words of a symbolical kind. A 

serious symptom to be noted on the card. 

'The War ?' the patient asked. The European War - that little 

shindy of schoolboys with gunpowder? Had he served with 

distinction? He -really forgot. In the War itself he had 

failed. 'Yes, he served with the greatest distinction,' Rezia 

(his wife-. MB) assured the dottor; 'he was promoted.' (31) 

Septimus is not the only character. through which Virginia Woolf 

··associates futility and death with the patriarchal sya tem. Jaco i 

Flanders and Andrew Ramsay are killed in the war, and Percival 

is killed riding in the Indian Empire. If this evidence from 

the novels were not enough, we have s.tatements in Three Guineas 
.. 

where the link between wars and the patriarchal social system 

is made explici t. Such pessimism is not surprising. The war 

time and immediate post war periods were times in which extensi 

social criticism was made, and disillusion felt. As 

discussed earlier, this disillusion was extended to cover 

the whole social system of modern western "Europe 0 It is true 

.. that this attitude characterised the intelligentsia and the 

artists more than the general public, nevert1;l.eless, it does 

provide a social context for interpreting--the pessimis m of this 
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It would he pr<?fitable to note .here the relationship 

between the themes of this chapter and those of the previous ~ 

one. The novel r,r:rs Dallmvay certainly occu'Dies a critical ____ .----'0:.. ' 

,place in the development of Yirginia Woolf's thought, ana I 

would argue that in this book we see the height of her social 

criticism and concurrently with this a very strong indication 

. of the mystical themes which were· later to pre-occupy her 

increasingly. Septimus Warren Smith is of course a central 

figure,combining as he does an attack on the patriarchal 
~ 

systeriI of values which destroys him and, through his 'relation-

ship' with Clarissa Dalloway (implied in the structure of the 

book) enabling the author to indicate the affirmation of life. 
, 

The ending of T',irs Dal.loway "It" 1"S CI" h "d ar1ssa) _e sa1 . 

For there she was." (~8) 

is for Daiches " ••• not only an assertion of the moment in 

the midst of flux ••• but an assertion of individuality in 

the midst of society." (39). Despite the bitter criticisms 

which I delineated . in the preceding chapter - against the 
, 

forces, the state, the church, the ullive~sities and · so on 

and the prevading air of melancholy in much of the fiction 
( 

she wr.o;te, there is a constant sllggestion of optimism at the 

end of the books. -
./ 

Not only is this true of Mrs Dallowav. it ------- . 

is found in many of the other novels. Hence the final VToro.s 

of To the Li €:hthouse are Lily's II I have had my vision" (~O\; 

· life continues after a death in The Voyave Out ( "Across his 

eyes passed a procession of objects, black and indistinct, the 
.. 



figures of people picking up their books, their cards, their 

balls of wool, their work-baskets, and passing hi~ 6ne after 

another on their wa,y to bed." (1,.1) ), and in Jacobs Room which 

closes vd th " 'What am I to do 'Vvi th these, Mr Bonamy?' She 

. . held out a pair of Jacob's old shoes." (42). The ending of 

BetY/een the Acts . provides perhaps the best eX8 .. rrrnle of this 
.. 

affirmation of life following on from a statement of the failur 

af society to meet its members' needs~ The penUltimate scene 

. ·shows Miss La Trobe, the homosexual pla;Y\lIJright, being cut and 

1.;hen talked. about behind. her back - "Sl1e was a.."11 outCEtst. Natur 

had somehow set her apart from her kind ", I . The change to 

'the family', discussingthe play, closes the book. "The old 

. ' people had gone up to bed. • •• Isa let her sewing drop. The 

great hooded chairs had become enormous. And Giles too. Lnd 

Tsa too against" the winGloV'!. The w:i,nciol'l waS all sky without 

~colour. The house had lost its shelter. It was night before 

roads were made, or houses. It was the night that dwellers 

in caves had watched from some high place Eunong rocks ~ 

Then the curtain rose. They s~oke."(~3) 

To return to LIrs Dallovmy and Septimus, however, is to 

confront the pe,ssimism of this author. Vague ana mystic8.l 

a.ffirmations have' to be set against passages like the follo;,ving 

reflection on the psychiatrist's --sense of 'proportion': - "But 
/ 

,Proportion has a sister, less smiling , more formidable •••• 

Co~ver~ion is her nama and she feasts on the wills of the 

weakly •••• ; shrouds herself in white and walks penitentially 

disguised as brotherly love through factories e..na. parliaments; . 

offers help, but i1:esires povler; smites out of her way roughly 

the dissentient, or a.issatisfied.: .• II (4-~) Such bitter 



hostility is impossible to ignore. 

In view of what I have just said it may seem odd to encrounter 

critics who see in Virginia Woolf the expression of life's 

highest joys. (~S) They certainly have s~ppo~t from her works 

for their interpretation, and perhaps I could quote just two -' 
.. 

passages to make the point. An obvious one to choose is t~ 

final piece of Bernard's soliloquy in The Waves. The book ends 

in complete defiance of the pessimistic attitude I have just 

discussed. "The canopy of civilisation is burnt out,. The sky 

1s dark as polished ,whale-bone. But there is a kindling in the 

sky whether of lamplight or of. dawn • ••• There is a sense of 

the break of day • •.• Another general awakening • ••• Yes, this 

is the eternal renewal,the incessant rise and fall and fall 
" 

and rise again • 

. ' 'And in me too the wave rises. It swells; it arches its back. 

I am aware once moreof a new deSire, something rising beneath 

me like the proud horse whose rider first spurs and then pulls 

him back. What enemy do we now perceive advancing against us ,. 

It is death. Death is the enemy. It is death against whom I .. -p 
ride with my spear couched ' and my hair flying back like a 

young man's, like Percival's, when he galloped in India. I 
I 

strike spurs into my horse. Against you will I fling myself, 

unvanquished and unyielding, 0 Death !' (~6) 

\ 
~ This spirit is given a much less abstract texture in one of 

the stories, An Unwritten Novel. The story portrays the 

author on a train journey, speculating ( as it 'transpires, 
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erroneously) as to the life led by the woman sitting opposite 

her. The reaction she expresses to the sight of the woman 

walking away from tne .station with her son is unexpected. She 

asserts dramaticall~ "Wherever I go, mysterious figures, I see 

you, turning the corner, mothers and sons; you, you, you. I 

' hasten, I follow . ••• If I fallon my knees, if I go through 

the ritual, the ancient antics, it's you, un~~own figures, you 

I adore; if I open my arms, it's you I embrace, you I draw to 

me - adorable world!" (lr1) In 'expressing these attitudes of' 

defiance in the face of death, and of w,elcome in spite, of the 

'world's profound bleakness, the author is making a statement 

of faith. She is making a claim for another order of meaning, 

for a way of transcending the negativity of the finite human 

world. Such claims are usually made within a religio~s 

context, but in this case it is independent of specifi cally 

religious ideas. It does, however, fit the definition of 

mysticism given earlier - the apprehension of knowledge or 

truths beyond' rational understanding. 

It is hard to say how much insight Virginia Woolf had into 

this paradox of both generalised pessimism and optimism taking 

.a part in her thought and war k. She deals with the pn:blem in 

a rather vague and unsatisfactory wa'y when discussing ' the 

differences between English and Russian fie tion. She was 

very impressed by the latter, and in the early twent~, helped 

. to translate short works of Tolstoi and Dostoievsky, " so 

her sympathies aLe split between the. two traditions <f writing. 

She writes, ':The conclusions of , the RussHih. mind, thlE 



comprehensive and compassionate, are inevitably, perhaps, of 

the utmos~ sadness. More accurately indeed we might speak of 

the inconclusiveness of the Russian mind. It is the sense that 

there is no answer, that if honestly examined life presents 

question after question which must be left to sound on and 

on after the story is over in hopeless interrogation that fills 

us with a deep, and finally it may be with a .resentful, despair. 

They are right perhaps; unquestionably they see further than 

we do and without our gross imp'ediments of vision. But perhaps 

we see something that escapes them, or why should this voice 

of protest mix itself with our gloom ?The voio'e of protest 

is the voice of another and an ancient civilisatia.n ·vVhich seems 

to have bred in us the instinct to enjoy and fight ra.ther than 

. to suffer and understand." .. ' Some may find this argument 

convincing, but on the whoLe I do not, and I suspect that it 

.. is · ~irginia Woolf rather than two literary traditions that is 

split between the necessity to suffer and the will to protest. 

In fact she typically concludes the essay with a contrived cue 

for her own universalised view of literature. "But a.ny deduc.tion: 
.. 

that we may draw from the comparison of two fictions so 

immeasurably far apart· ·arefutile save ind,eed as they flood us 

with a view of the infinite possibiliti~s of the art ••• 

everything is the pm per st uff of fic tion, every feeling, every 

thougb.t; every quality of brain and spirit is drawn upon ••• 11 (Ltg 

I have suggested that the above discussion by Virginia Woolf 

... is rather unsatisfactory, since she argues from the existence 

of two literary attitudes (i.e. the ·.Q.egative and the positive) 

that tp.e s'cope of li terature must be totar-~' In fact I suspect 



that this 'conclusion' is actually one of the premises from 

which she argues. Her perception of the world in rational terms 

involves a highly critical stance towards existing social 

relations. Nevertheless, she has faith that some alternative 

meaning can be found to replace the worldly meanings she has 

rejected. The apprehension of such meaning is through artistic 

insight, which thus acquires enormous importance as a route out 

of the unsatisfactory material world. This account enables us 

to understand the apparent paradox which I have been considering . 

in so far as she is describing the world in rational terms she 

is pessimistic; in so far as she is presenting a non-rational 

(or mystica~) source of meaning in the ,;vorld she can be optimistj_ c 

-Perhaps this point will be clearer if I give an , example of 

the juxtaposition of rational and non-rational knowledge. In 

the following passage from The Waves the author makes clear 

(through the character of Bernard~ the novelist) the distinction 

between the world as it is apprehended intuitively, sensually, 

and artistically. "One fills up the little compartments of one's 

~n~agement book with dinner at eight; luncheon at one thirty. 

One has shirts, socks, ties laid out on on,e' s bed. 
~ 

But it is a mistake,this extreme precision, this orderly anrn 

military progress; a convenience, a lie. There is always deep 

below it, even when we arrive punctually at the appointed time 

with our white waistcoats rod _polite formalities, a rushing 

stream of broken dreams, nursery .rhymes, street cries, haJ.f

finished sentences and sights ~ elm tress, willow trees, 

gardeners sweeping, women writing that rise and sink even 



as we hand a lady down to dinner. While one straightens the 

fork so plecisely on the tabtlecloth, a thousand faces mop and 

moW. There is nothing one can fish up in a, spoon; _ nothing one 

.can call an event. Yet it is alive too and deep, this stream, 

Imrrlo!'sed in it I would stop between one mouibful and. the next, 

and Jook intently at a vase, pe~haps with one red flower, while 

a rea s on struck me, a sudden revelation. Or I would . say, 

walking along the Strand, "That's the phrase I want, It as some: 

beautiful fabulous phantom bird, fish or cloud with fiery 

edgeS swam up to enclose _. once arid for all s .ome notion haunting 

me, after which on I trotted taking stock with renewed delight 

· of ties and things in shop windows." (lP,q) 

·It is important to note that the two spheres of reason and 

intuition inte~lock. Bernard can be struck by a 'reason' whilst 

iWflo£sed in ~he stream of non-reason, and he specifically 

reIl1U,CkS that his everyday experiences are affected by the 

pha!ltom ones. The two are interconnected, but the non-rational 

' str(:um is n~heless there ' in its own right - "it is alive too 

d deep It - . an , _ . .,' . . and cannot be ignored. This assertion is, 

i alII arguing, a mystical rather than a rational claim. Thus 

in considering the apparent paradox, of generalised positive; 

and riegative attitudes towards the world co-existing in this 

auth 0r 'S work, we have justified the term 'mystic' as applied 

to :[j.rginia Woolf, in that she claims non-rational (as well 

as .!'utional)- apprehension of truths about the vvorld. It is 

sif~fd.ficant that she does not make any attempt at -other

world ly knowledge, but is merely suggesting that this world 



can be understood in terms other than the rational ordering of 

empirical reality. As my argument continues, it will become 

clear that this is a general feature of her thought - it has 

a mystical form, but no other-worldly (or re ligious) content; 

the mysticism is directed at · this world. 

Of what does this mysticism consist? One major point to make 

is that Virginia Woolf subscribes to the essentially mystical 

view that the · ordering and priorities of the world are 

misguided and wrong. That which the world ranks as most important 

is really least important, and vice versa. Christianity is of 

course shot through with this idea, as expressed in the sermon 

on the . mount where statements such as " Blessed are the meek: 

for they shall inherit the earth " are followed by a string of 

injunctions taking the form "Ye have heard that · it was said 

by them of old time ••••• But I say unto you •••• ". It 

is clear that Virginia Wbolf is preoccupied with the possible 

alternatives to the system of wor'ldly priorities in which she 

lived, and she devotes mucn or her thought and writing to 'a 

considsration of them. She does not propose ~ re-ordering of 

priorities, but a much more profound reversal, and not 

surprisingly, she suffers from the common problem of uncertainty. 

This diary comment is fairly typical of this problem, as it 

reveals the £ine line dividing the supremely important from 

the supremely Unimportant. On rational ranking criteria .this 
. 

problem does hot .arme, since one might make an error of judgement 

in ascribing a thought or feeling more importance than it does 

have, but within the system it would not be possible to doubt 



whether it was 01' fundamental importance or not. She says 

II ••• I canlt get. the odd incongruity of feeling intensely and 

at the same time knowing that therels no importance in tb.at 

feeling. Or i ,s there, as I sometimes think, more import ance 

than ever ?" (SO) Here lies the problem, that if you argue for 

every feeling, every impression, every quality ofbrairi and 

spirit being legitimately included in your fiction, you must 

~ccept that the consequence of non-selectivity will be doubt 

and uncertainty. This does not necessarily mean confus ion, 

however, and in the following paragraphs I shall try to show 

how Virginia Woolf succeeded in reversing the rational 

ordering of the world to the extent that she came to value 

precisely those aspects of it that were normally regarded as 

trivial and insignificant. 

Perhaps I can best introduce this idea by quoting an interpretati 

of Virginia Woolf whicn neatly sidesteps this issue, and 

therefore shows it up clearly. ~illiam Empson, writing in 

1931, begins his article's conclusion by praising her imagery, 

which he says "as if split, in the mind, give(s) one just that 

sense of waste that is given by life itself." ~ He then 
I 

quotes the author herself as saying lithe great revelation · 

perhaps never did come. Instead, there were little daily miracles 

illuminations, matches struck Unexpectedly in the dark." . . , 
. . I 

to which he adds his view that" .•• but still it is the business 

of art to provide candelabra, to aggregate its matches into a 

lighthouse of many candlepower. If only ••• these dissolved 

units of understanding had been co-ordinated into a system; if 
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. only, perhaps, there was an index, showing what had ' been 

' compared with what; if only these materials for the metaphysical 

conceit, pour~d out so lavishly, had been concentrated into 

crystals of poetry that coulq be remembered, how much safer 

one would feel." (SI) In advancing his view of what art I ought' 

to be, against which Virginia Woolf is obviously an unsatisfactor; 

writer, Empson totally ignores the fact that his victim 

c6mpletelydisagreed with him as to what art ought to be. The 

issue is not to evaluate her writing, but to contrast their 

philosophies of art - for Virginia Woolf would undoubtedly have 

argued that for art to provide candelabra~ it would have to 

concur with the conventions through which ' we see the external 

world. This of course was precisely her objection to the 

materialist writers Bennett, Galsworthy, Wells and Shaw, and 

she states; clearly that the purpose of art is not to impose 

orde'r on the external world. Her ' argument would be that if the 

Vlorld is only randomly illuminated then it is the business of 

art to present it, as such, not to attempt to make the world 

'artificially more amenable to our conventions of empirical 

reality. 

I have mentioned Virginia Woolf's view th~t our illUmination 

is both random and partial. Fundamentally she rejects claims 

for complete understanding of the world, and considers the 

proponents of such claims to be misguided. Mr Ramsay in To the 

Lighthouse would be one example. As quoted earlier he sees 

the process of making sense of reality on the analogy of ticking 

off letters of the alphabet, and he has got stuck at R and can 



see no further. Virginia Wool£ of course (being careful to 

say that; as ,rational minds went, Mr Rams 'ay had a very good 

one) finds it totally misleading to see reality in these 

terms. Not only is it probable that such total understanding 

will never be reached, it is certain that rational thought 

will not do so. This rejection led Virginia vVoolf to the 

realisation that it was precisely the most unimportant thinEs, 

in, terms of ~mpirical causal reality, which a1:e the most 

illuminating. She rejects the diachronic analysis of causal 

chains in which time, place,individuals and social groups 

can be measured and understood as objective reality.She 

inclines . instead to the vidw that a timeless cross section will 

reveal more of what is actually going on - the trivial, the 

transitory, the random and the apparently insignificant may 

tell' us a great deal. ( , I am not saying that this is always what 

she does in her novels, since it is clear from the preceding 

sections that these apparently random glances build up into 

consistent 3ttitudes towards specific patterns of values 

and behaviour. Nevertheless, she is committed to the 

principle of randomness as the source of such attitudes.) 

This principle is described by Lukacs as 'abstract particularity' 

, . and in his writing he opposes it to the principle of 

'concrete typicality' • ble uses the term 'abstract 

particularity' to emphasise the fact that writers of this · kind 

are not concerned with the general, or typical, but try to 

elevate trivial particularities to an abstract level. He is 

here referring to Kafka, but his remark would be just as 



appropriate to Virginia Woolf - and certainly his 

evaluation would have been the same ( note his use of 

" is not able 11 rather than the equally plausible 'wishes 

to avoid' ):-IIKafka is not able, in spite of his 

extraordinary evocative powBr,in spite of his unique 

sensibility, to achieve that fusion of the particular and 

the general which is the essence o~ realistic art. His aim 

is to raise the individual detail in its immediate particularit~ 

(without generalising its content) to the level of 

abstraction. II (SZ) Ignoring Lukacs' evaluation for the 

moment, let us look at this· principle of 'abstract 

particularity' in the novels. 

There is a passage in To the Lighthouse where this philosophy 

is made absolutely explici~ in the suggestion th~t'the 

moment' can be made into something .universal and 

permanent. Empson quoted part of it, but failed or chooe 

not to see that he had taken it out of context and that 

later in the same passage Virginia #oolf meets his criticisms. 

The artist Lily is considering, among other things, the 
; 

influence of Mrs Ramsay - who 

intuition and indifference to 

I 
stood forthe 

I 
rationality. 

qualities of · 

Lily is 

resting a moment from painting,when ., "the old question 

which traversed tile SKY of the soul perpetu.ally, the 

vast, the general question which was apt to particularise 

itself at such moments as these, when she released faculties 



that had been on the strain, stood over her, paused over 

her, _darkened over her. What is the meaning of life? 

That was all - a simple question; one that tended to close 

in on one with years. _The great revelation , had never 

come. The great revelation perhaps never did come. Instead 

there were little daily miracles, illuminations, matches 

struck unexpectedly in the dark - ; here was one •••• 

Mrs Ramsay saying 'Life stand still here ' ; Mrs Ramsay 

making of the mOllEn t something permanent ( as in another 

sphere Lily herself tried to make of the moment something 

permanent) - this was of the nature of a revelation. In 

the midst of chaos there was shape; this eternal passing 

and flowing (she looked at the clouds going and the 

, leaves shakin& ) was strQck into stability. Life stand 

still here, Mrs Ramsay said. 'Mrs Ramsay Mrs Ramsay !' 

, she repeated. She owed this revelation to her. (53) 

There can be no question that Lily's revelation is 

mereiy true for her. It is an awareness of sru.gnificance in 

the transit ory which. she shares with the author Who 
I 

created her. For Mrs Ramsay's expression Life stand still 

here! comes directly from Virginia Woolf's own life. 

For example there is a diary entry for 9/1/41 in which 

she records various trivial things like the appearance of 

the downs, "a local funeral, a bombed house, and the 

fact that Leonard is tidying the room, _ saying "Are these 

the things that are interesting? that recall that say 



Stop, you are so fair ? 11 (.~4-) This quotation from Goethe 

occ~rs several times in her diary, spanning a period of 

at least twenty five years. More importantly, sometimes it 

is quoted in full, although not I think in the published 

parts of the diary. 

,It -comes of course from Faust, and runs 

Zum Augenblicke dUrf.t ich sagen: 

' Verweile doch, du bist so ' schon! 

( (If ••• ) then I could say to the moment: stay, you are so 

fair! ) (55') 

Making the moments stand still was one of Virginia Woolf's 

prime concerns, and is related to her attitude towards 

the subjective (Bergsonian) experience of time. It is this 

which has led to the romanticisation of the -supposedly 

',timeless I quality ,of her writing - in fact it is not 

timeless in that adulatory sense, but is located clearly 

ina period in which subjective experience of time had 

beco~e very interesting. Her intentions were evident 

even to fairly early critics, and E. M. Forster writing 

in 1925, uses an effective image to convey them. He sayB 

that English fiction is like a picture gallery - the 

number of pictures (or experiences) may be almost infinite, but 

the gallery i tse If is always the same: - 11 and tre ' reader 

always has the feeling that he is pacing along it, under the 

conditions of time and space that regulate his daily li f e. 

Virginia Woolf would do away with the sense of pacing; The 
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pictures and windows may remain if they can. o • but she wants 

to destroy the gallery in which they are embedded ' and in its 

place build - build what ? Something more rhythmical. II (5"b) 

. ' 

Virginia Woolf tried to analyse her philosophy of the moment 

in an essay bearing the title The Moment: Summer's Night. ',' 

It does not read eas ily', bLlt gives some idea. of her thoughts 

about the problems involved. She says the moment is first of 

all composed of sense impressions, visual and otherwiE. She 

implies that the rec.order of such impressions is a passive 

participant or spectator. At the centre she pOSits a "knot of 

consciousness ll which is' divid ,ed into ( in this case four) 

individuals. The moment contains emotion - in this case 

malice ,and amusement - and then becomes stained with the 

personality of the , observer. The moment "runs like quicksilver 

on a sloping board" - there is no perceptible order. (5'1) Tne 

essay is unsatisfactory in that it tries to delineate material 

which is by definitionunamenable tp descriptiop. in objective 

terms, and it is clear that Virginia Woolf conveys her meaning 

much more effectively when she Llses imagery and imagination 

instead of analysiS. Nevertheless, a genuine statement is 

being made by the author, and , it is a fundamental aspect of 

her, work. The philosophy of 'the moment' in which the random 

point in time is fixed, and made to endure, is the fo~u& of'a 

more general view o~ literature. 

This more general view is simply that the random particular 

can be seen as a valid representation of the universal. In 



this case it is interior reality which. is held to be univers~l • 

. This is the position which we must accept or r~ject as 

Virginia Woolf's interpretation of th.e writer's task. I have 

said that this is a fundamental aspect of her work, and indeed 

many of her most famous utterances on her fiction have been 

made in this context. As a final example, I can quom the 

passage in the essay Modern Fiction ' where a literary credo 

is stat ed. Virginia li% olf a ttac.ks the rna terialist writ ers 

for precisely the crime which many critics think she herself is 

guilty of - she says" they write of unimportant things; • • • 

they spend immense skill and immense industry making the 

,trivial and the transitory appear the true and the enduring ." 

\ . ,'( ; There is no paradox here since reality for the mater ialist 

is external empirical reality ,and for Virginia # oolf it is 

internal experienced reality. Hence she feels that they have 

artificially sought to dignify the essentially contingent 

phenomena of the material world, whereas she, by using 

precisely those internal sensations which they have rejected , . . 

as unimportant is able to make something truly lasting. Hence 

her much quoted statement that fiction should concern int erior 

consciousness, not external appearances - "Examine for a 

moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary day. The mind receives. 

a myriad impressions - trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or 

engraved with the sharpness of steel. From all sides they 

come, an incessant shower of innUmerable atoms ; and as they 

tall, as they shape themselves into the life of Monday or 

Tuesday, the accent falls differently from of old.... if a 

writer were a free man ••• he could base his work upon his 



, emn feeling and not upon convention, there would be no plot, 

no comedy, no tragedy, no love interest or catastrophe in the 

accepted style, and perhaps not a single button ,sewn on as 

the Bond Street tailors would have it. Life is not a series 

of gig lamps symetrically arranged; life is a luminous halo, 

a semi- transparent envelope surrounding us from the 

begini1.ing of consciousness to the end. II (5'8) 

I think it' is clear ' that Virginia Woolf has thought her way 

into a position which ' must be described as mystical. I stated 

earlier that the Weberiancategory of this-worldly mystic 

might be an appropriate one, and I think it ,worth mentioning 

briefly what such a type involves. Parsons, in his introduction 

to Weber's Sociology of Religion \ defines mysticism as 

the rejection of worldly structure, and then associates it 

with individualism in general and individual charisma in 

' particular. In general terms, this applies to Virginia Woolf. 

Weber himself describes it as a subjective condition 

of illumination based on the extrusion of mundane interests. 

Mystical knowledge is, he says, idiosyncratic, and aspires to 

reaching an overall meaning in the world. ~ It involves the 

contemplation of very simple truths. The mystic is not a tool 

or instrument, but a self-contained vessel. The mystic's 

cri tics ' accuse him of wallon ing in self -creat ed emotibrts; ,of ' 

deifying the creaturely. Mystical mean.ing is beyind empirical 

reality, and mystics scorn the thought of rational order in 

the world. There is' a conflict between the world, and the 

mystic's inwardness. This type fits Virginia Woolf so well, 
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with regard to the features :[ have been discussing -in the 

last section (pages . , that we can surely conclude that 

Virginia Woolf was at least to some extent a 'mystical' 

writer. The implications of such a definition will be discussed 

later. 

In the meanwhile, we may note that (in accordance with Weber's 

idea that there is conflict between the world and inwardness) 

Virginia Woolf's thought reveals a conflict between her 

rational criticisms of the world, and her mystical desire t6 

produce an alternative source of meaning for the woill. This 

conflict will prove crucial in the assessmat of the respective 

weight to be assigned to modernism and mysticism in this 

author's work. It is to this assessment that I now turn. 

r . 
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